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SINO HUA-AN INTERNATIONAL BERHAD
Annual Report 2014

NOTICE OF THE NINTH ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Ninth Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) of the Company will be held at
the Banquet Hall, 2nd Floor Kelab Perdana DiRaja Kuala Lumpur (Royal Lake Club), Taman Tasek Perdana, Jalan
Cenderamulia, off Jalan Parlimen, 50480 Kuala Lumpur on Thursday, 21 May 2015 at 9:30 a.m. for the following
purposes:-

AGENDA
1.

To receive the Audited Financial Statements for the financial year ended 31
December 2014 together with the Reports of the Directors and the Auditors thereon.

[Please refer to
Explanatory Note (i)]

2.

To approve the payment of Directors’ Fees for the financial year ended 31 December
2014.

(Resolution 1)

3.

To re-elect the following Directors who retire by rotation pursuant to Article 95 of
the Company’s Articles of Association and being eligible, have offered themselves
for re-election:(a)
(b)

4.

Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar
Mr. Cedric Choo Sia Teik

To pass the following resolution pursuant to Section 129(6) of the Companies Act,
1965 (“the Act”):-

(Resolution 2)
(Resolution 3)
(Resolution 4)

“THAT pursuant to Section 129(6) of the Act, Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul
Hamid who is over the age of 70 years, be and is hereby re-appointed as Director
of the Company and to hold office until the conclusion of the next AGM.”
5.

To re-appoint Messrs. Morison Anuarul Azizan Chew as the Company’s Auditors for
the ensuing year and to authorise the Board of Directors to fix their remuneration.

6.

As Special Business

(Resolution 5)

To consider and if thought fit, with or without any modification, to pass the following
resolutions as Ordinary Resolutions:Ordinary Resolution 1
Authority To Issue Shares Pursuant To Section 132D Of The Companies
Act, 1965
“THAT subject to Section 132D of the Act and approvals of the relevant governmental
and/or regulatory authorities, the Directors be and are hereby empowered to issue
and allot shares in the Company, at any time to such persons and upon such
terms and conditions and for such purposes as the Directors may, in their absolute
discretion, deem fit, provided that the aggregate number of shares issued pursuant
to this Resolution does not exceed ten per centum (10%) of the issued and paid-up
share capital of the Company for the time being and the Directors be and are also
empowered to obtain the approval for the listing of and quotation for the additional
shares so issued on Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad (“Bursa Securities”);
AND THAT such authority shall commence immediately upon the passing of this
resolution and continue to be in force until the conclusion of the next AGM of the
Company.”

(Resolution 6)
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Ordinary Resolution 2
Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate for Recurrent Related Party
Transactions of a Revenue or Trading Nature
“THAT approval be and is hereby given to Sino Hua-An International Berhad Group
(“the Group”) to enter into and to give effect to specified recurrent related party
transactions of a revenue or trading nature and with the Related Parties as stated
in Part A Section 1.4 of the Circular to Shareholders dated 24 April 2015, which are
necessary for its day-to-day operations, to be entered into by the Group on the
basis that this transaction is entered into on terms which are not more favorable
to the Related Party involved than generally available to the public and are not
detrimental to the minority shareholders of the Company (hereinafter referred to
as the “Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate”);
THAT the Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate is subject to annual renewal.
In this respect, any authority conferred by the Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’
Mandate, shall only continue to be in force until:(a)

the conclusion of the next AGM of the Company following the general meeting
at which the Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate was passed, at
which time it will lapse, unless by resolution passed at the general meeting,
the authority is renewed; or

(b)

the expiration of the period within which the AGM after that date is required
to be held pursuant to Section 143(1) of the Act (but shall not extend to such
extension as may be allowed pursuant to Section 143(2) of the Act); or

(c)

revoked or varied by resolution passed by the shareholders of the Company
in general meeting,

whichever is the earlier;
AND THAT the Directors and/or any of them be and are hereby authorised to
complete and do all such acts and things (including executing such documents as
may be required) to give effect to the Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate.”

(Resolution 7)
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Ordinary Resolution 3
Proposed Renewal of Authority for Share Buy-Back of up to 10% of the
issued and paid-up Share Capital of Sino Hua-An International Berhad
“THAT subject always to the Act, the provisions of the Memorandum and Articles
of Association of the Company, the Main Market Listing Requirements of Bursa
Securities, and the approvals of all relevant governmental and/or regulatory
authorities, the Company be authorised, to the extent permitted by the law, to
buy back such amount of ordinary shares of RM0.50 each in the Company as may
be determined by the Directors of the Company from time to time through Bursa
Securities upon such terms and conditions as the Directors deem fit and expedient
in the interest of the Company provided that:i)

The aggregate number of shares bought-back does not exceed ten per centum
(10%) of the total issued and paid-up share capital of the Company at any
point in time;

ii)

The maximum amount of funds to be allocated for the share buy-back shall
not exceed the aggregate of the retained profits and/or share premium of the
Company based on the latest audited financial statement and/or the latest
management accounts of the Company (where applicable) available at the
time of the purchase(s); and

iii)

The shares purchased are to be treated in either of the following manner:(a)
(b)

(c)

cancel the purchased ordinary shares; or
retain the purchased ordinary shares as treasury shares for distribution as
dividend to shareholders and/or resell on the market of Bursa Securities;
or
retain part of the purchased ordinary shares as treasury shares and cancel
the remainder.

(Resolution 8)
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THAT the authority conferred by this resolution shall commence upon the passing
of this resolution until:i)

the conclusion of the next AGM of the Company, unless by ordinary resolution
passed at that meeting, the authority is renewed, either unconditionally or
subject to conditions; or

ii)

the expiration of the period within which the next AGM is required by law to
be held; or

iii)

revoked or varied by ordinary resolution passed by shareholders of the
Company at a general meeting of the Company,

whichever occurs first;
AND THAT authority be and is hereby given to the Directors of the Company to
take all such steps as are necessary or expedient (including without limitation, the
opening and maintaining of central depository account(s) under the Securities
Industry (Central Depositories) Act, 1991, and the entering into of all agreements,
arrangements and guarantees with any party or parties) to implement, finalise and
give full effect to the Proposed Share Buy-Back with full powers to assent to any
conditions, modifications, revaluations, variations and/or amendments (if any) as
may be imposed by the relevant authorities and with full power to do all such acts
and things thereafter (including without limitation, the cancellation or retention as
treasury shares of all or any part of the shares bought-back) in accordance with the
Act, the provisions of the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Company,
the Listing Requirements of Bursa Securities, and all other relevant governmental
and/or regulatory authorities.”
7.

To transact any other ordinary business of which due notice has been given.

By Order of the Board

CHUA SIEW CHUAN (MAICSA 0777689)
CHIN MUN YEE (MAICSA 7019243)
Company Secretaries
Kuala Lumpur
24 April 2015
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EXPLANATORY NOTE TO ORDINARY AND SPECIAL BUSINESS: i)

Item 1 of the Agenda
This Agenda item is meant for discussion only, as the provision of Section 169(1) of the Act does not require
a formal approval of the shareholders for the Audited Financial Statements. Hence, this Agenda is not put
forward for voting.

ii)

Authority to issue shares pursuant to Section 132D of the Companies Act, 1965
The Company wishes to renew the mandate on the authority to issue shares pursuant to Section 132D of the
Act at the Ninth AGM of the Company (hereinafter referred to as the “General Mandate”).
The Company had been granted a general mandate by its shareholders at the Eighth AGM of the Company
held on 23 May 2014 (hereinafter referred to as the “Previous Mandate”).
As at the date of this Notice, the Previous Mandate granted by the shareholders had not been utilised and
hence no proceeds were raised therefrom.
The purpose to seek the General Mandate is to enable the Directors of the Company to issue and allot shares
at any time to such persons in their absolute discretion without having to convene a general meeting as it
would be both time and cost-consuming to organise a general meeting. This authority unless revoked or
varied by the Company in general meeting, will expire at the next AGM.
The proceeds raised from the General Mandate will provide flexibility to the Company for purposes of funding
any future investment project(s), working capital, acquisitions, expansion and/or diversification proposals.

iii)

Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate for Recurrent Related Party Transactions of a revenue or
trading nature
The Shareholders’ Mandate under Ordinary Resolution No. 2 was intended to facilitate transactions in the
normal course of business of the Group which are transacted from time to time with the specified classes
of related parties, provided that they are carried out on an arm’s length basis and on the Group’s normal
commercial terms and are not prejudicial to the shareholders on terms not more favourable to the related
parties than those generally available to the public and are not to the detriment of the minority shareholders.
By obtaining the Shareholders’ Mandate on an annual basis, the necessity to convene separate general meetings
from time to time to seek shareholders’ approval as and when such recurrent related party transactions occur
would not arise. This would reduce substantial administrative time, inconvenience and expenses associated
with the convening of such meetings, without compromising the corporate objectives of the Group or adversely
affecting the business opportunities available to the Group.

iv)

Proposed Renewal of Authority for Share Buy-Back of up to 10% of the issued and paid-up share capital
of Sino Hua-An International Berhad
The proposed adoption of Ordinary Resolution No. 3 is to renew the authority granted by the shareholders
of the Company at the Eighth AGM held on 23 May 2014. The proposed renewal will allow the Directors to
exercise the power of the Company to purchase not more than 10% of the issued and paid-up share capital
of the Company at any time within the time period stipulated in the Main Market Listing Requirements of
Bursa Securities.
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Statement Accompanying Notice of Annual General Meeting Pursuant to Paragraph 8.28(2) of the Main Market
Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad
1.

The following are the Directors standing for re-election pursuant to Article 95 of the Company’s Articles of
Association at the Ninth AGM:(a)
(b)

Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar
Mr. Cedric Choo Sia Teik

2.

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid is standing for re-appointment pursuant to Section 129(6) of
the Act at the Ninth AGM.

4.

The details of the above Directors standing for re-election/re-appointment are set out in their respective
profiles which appear in Pages 9 to 12 of the Annual Report.

Notes:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

In respect of deposited security, only members whose names appear in the Record of Depositors on 15 May
2015 (“General Meeting Record of Depositors”) shall be eligible to attend the Meeting.
A proxy may but need not be a member of the Company and the provisions of Section 149(1)(a) and (b)
of the Act shall not apply to the Company. Notwithstanding this, a member entitled to attend and vote at
the Meeting is entitled to appoint any person as his proxy to attend and vote instead of the member at the
Meeting. There shall be no restriction as to the qualification of the proxy. A proxy appointed to attend and
vote at the Meeting shall have the same rights as the member to speak at the Meeting.
The instrument appointing a proxy shall be in writing under the hand of the appointor or of his attorney duly
authorised in writing, or if the appointor is a corporation, either under the common seal or under the hand
of an officer or attorney so authorised.
A member of the Company entitled to attend and vote at the Meeting is entitled to appoint more than one
(1) proxy to attend and vote at the same meetings subject always to a maximum of two (2) proxies at each
meeting, except where Paragraphs (5) and (6) below apply. Where a member appoints more than one (1)
proxy, the appointment shall be invalid unless he specifies the proportion of his holdings to be represented
by each proxy.
Where a member of the Company is an authorised nominee as defined under the Securities Industry (Central
Depositories) Act 1991, it may appoint at least one proxy in respect of each Securities Account it holds with
shares of the Company standing to the credit of the said Securities Account.
Where a member of the Company is an exempt authorised nominee which holds ordinary shares in the
Company for multiple beneficial owners in one securities account (“omnibus account”), there is no limit to the
number of proxies which the exempt authorised nominee may appoint in respect of each omnibus account
it holds.
To be valid, the instrument appointing a proxy and the power of attorney or other authority, if any, under
which it is signed or notarially certified copy of such power of authority, must be deposited at the Company’s
Registered Office at Level 7, Menara Milenium, Jalan Damanlela, Pusat Bandar Damansara, Damansara Heights,
50490 Kuala Lumpur, Wilayah Persekutuan not less than 48 hours before the time appointed of holding the
above meeting and at any adjournment thereof.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMPANY SECRETARIES

Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar

Chua Siew Chuan

(DK, DKYR, SPNS, SPMP, PPT)
Executive Chairman

(MAICSA 0777689)

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid

(MAICSA 7019243)

(DPTJ, KMN, DSN, PJK)
Senior Director
Independent Non-Executive Director

PRINCIPAL BANKERS

Liu Guodong
Managing Director

Chin Mun Yee

RHB Bank Berhad
(Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)

Cedric Choo Sia Teik

The Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited

Executive Director

(Hong Kong)

Liu Xueqiang

China Construction Bank

Executive Director

Fu Qiang
Independent Non-Executive Director

Lim See Tow

(Linyi City, Shandong Province,
People’s Republic of China)

Agricultural Bank of China
(Linyi City, Shandong Province,
People’s Republic of China)

Independent Non-Executive Director

AUDITORS
AUDIT & RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid
(DPTJ, KMN, DSN, PJK)
Chairman
Senior Director; Independent Non-Executive Director

Fu Qiang
Independent Non-Executive Director

Lim See Tow
Independent Non-Executive Director

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
Lim See Tow
Chairperson
Independent Non-Executive Director

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid
(DPTJ, KMN, DSN, PJK)
Senior Director; Independent Non-Executive Director

Fu Qiang
Independent Non-Executive Director

Messrs. Morison Anuarul Azizan Chew
(AF001977)
(an independent member of Morison International)
Chartered Accountants

SHARE REGISTRAR
Securities Services (Holdings) Sdn Bhd
Level 7, Menara Milenium
Jalan Damanlela
Pusat Bandar Damansara
Damansara Heights
50490 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel : (603) 2084 9000
Fax : (603) 2094 9940
REGISTERED OFFICE
Level 7, Menara Milenium
Jalan Damanlela
Pusat Bandar Damansara
Damansara Heights
50490 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel : (603) 2084 9000
Fax : (603) 2094 9940

Liu Guodong
Managing Director

STOCK EXCHANGE

NOMINATION COMMITTEE

Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad
(Main Market)

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid
(DPTJ, KMN, DSN, PJK)
Chairman
Senior Director; Independent Non-Executive Director

Fu Qiang
Independent Non-Executive Director

Lim See Tow
Independent Non-Executive Director

STOCK NAME AND CODE
HUAAN
(2739)
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Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar
(DK, DKYR, SPNS, SPMP, PPT)
Executive Chairman
Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar, a
Malaysian aged 68, was appointed to the Board of Sino
Hua-An on 21 March 2007. He is currently the Executive
Chairman of Sino Hua-An. He attended all five (5) Board
Meetings held in the financial year.
He has a Bachelor of Science in Economics (Honours)
degree from the University of Wales, Aberystwyth,
United Kingdom. He was a Diplomat for five years
and served as Second Secretary in Paris, France from
1972 to 1975. He was proclaimed Regent of Negeri
Sembilan from 1994 until 1999. On 11 August 2006,
he was appointed as Director of PIPO Overseas Ltd.
He is currently on the boards of several public listed
companies including Kian Joo Can Factory Berhad, Ann
Joo Resources Berhad and Olympia Industries Berhad
as well as Global Gold Holdings Limited which is listed
in Australia. He was previously also the Chairman of
Antah Holdings Berhad (“Antah”) and served on board
of Sime Darby Berhad, Tractors (Malaysia) Berhad and
Consolidated Plantations Berhad.
Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin is a keen environmentalist
and was a Committee Member of the World Wide
Fund for Nature (Malaysia) and a Council Member of
the Business Council for Sustainable Development in
Geneva. As an active and conscientious businessman,
Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin contributed to the business
fraternity through his appointment as founding
Chairman of the Federation of Public Listed Companies
Berhad (“FPLC”), heading the initiatives to bridge
bilateral business boundaries through the MalaysiaFrance Economic and Trade Association for eight (8)
years and striving for Asia-Pacific co-operation through
the Canada-ASEAN Centre of which he was a Council
Member. He was nominated by the Minister of Finance
to serve on the Committee of the Kuala Lumpur Stock
Exchange from 1989 to 1994.
Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin is a major shareholder of
Sino Hua-An and he has no family relationship with any
Director and/or major shareholder nor any conflict of
interest with the Company.

Y.Bhg Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid
(DPTJ, KMN, DSN, PJK)
Senior Director, Independent Non-Executive Director
Y.Bhg Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid, a
Malaysian aged 79 has served on the Board of the
Sino Hua-An since 21 March 2007. He is the Chairman
of the Audit and Risk Management Committee and
Nomination Committee as well as a key member of the
Remuneration Committee. He attended all five (5) Board
Meetings held in the financial year.
He was a Shell scholar in engineering (1954-1960) and
he served Shell Malaysia Trading Sdn Bhd in various
senior positions until 1971, when he was then invited
to serve as Managing Director of Pernas Trading Sdn
Bhd and Pernas Edar Sdn Bhd until 1977. In the years
1971 to 1974, he was appointed the leader of the
Malaysian Trade Delegations to China (“The Canton
Trade Fair”) held twice a year in April and October.
Subsequently, he was appointed as Managing Director
of Gula Negeri Sembilan Sdn Bhd, to carry out the
Project Reappraisal, following which he ventured into
the housing development and fertilizer businesses.
He served as director of Antah since 1 June 1984 until
the reverse takeover exercise by Sino Hua-An in which
he was duly appointed a director. He is also currently
a Director in Ho Wah Genting Berhad and one of the
founding members of the Lembaga Pemegang Amanah
Yayasan Negeri Sembilan and a Trustee of Tuanku Ja’afar
Educational Trust.
He has no family relationship with any Director and/or
major shareholder nor any conflict of interest with the
Company.
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Liu Guodong
Managing Director

Mr. Liu Guodong, a Chinese People’s Republic of China
(“PRC”) national aged 44, was appointed to the Board
of Sino Hua-An on 22 March 2007. He is currently the
Managing Director of Sino Hua-An. He is also a member
of the Remuneration Committee. He attended all five (5)
Board Meetings held in the financial year.
He was the Managing Director of Linyi Yehua Coking
Co., Ltd (“Yehua”) since 15 December 2004 and was
appointed as the legal representative of Yehua on 1 July
2005. He graduated from Linyi Teaching Institute with a
Bachelor degree in Sports in 1995. Prior to joining Yehua,
from 1994 to 2005, he was a self-employed businessman
involved in the dealing of iron ore, coal and electrolysis
aluminite powder. On 21 June 2005, he was appointed
as a Director of PIPO Overseas Ltd, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Sino Hua-An. Overall, Mr. Liu has over ten
(10) years of working experience in the related industry.
Mr. Liu is a major shareholder of Sino Hua-An and he
has no family relationship with any Director and/or major
shareholder nor any conflict of interest with the Company
except as disclosed in the financial statements.

Cedric Choo Sia Teik
Executive Director

Mr. Cedric Choo Sia Teik, a Malaysian aged 42, was
appointed to the Board of Sino Hua-An on 21 March
2007. He is currently the Executive Director of Sino
Hua-An. He attended all five (5) Board Meetings held
in the financial year.
He holds a B.A. Economics (Honours) majoring in
Accounting and Finance degree from the University of
Manchester, United Kingdom. He is also a Chartered
Accountant and a fellow member of the Association
of Chartered Certified Accountants (“ACCA”), United
Kingdom and the Malaysian Institute of Accountants
(“MIA”). In 1995, he began his career with Arthur
Andersen & Co., in the Corporate Finance department
and later with Ernst & Young in July 2002 upon the
merger of the two firms in Malaysia. He left Ernst
& Young in 2005 and joined Antah as an Executive
Director on 16 June 2005. Upon conclusion of the
Antah restructuring exercise, he joined Sino Hua-An
as an Executive Director. On 11 August 2006, he was
appointed as a Director of PIPO Overseas Ltd, a whollyowned subsidiary of Sino Hua-An.
Overall, Mr. Choo has over ten (10) years of working
experience in accounting and finance.
He has no family relationship with any Director and/or
major shareholder nor any conflict of interest with the
Company.
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Liu Xueqiang
Executive Director

Mr. Liu Xueqiang, a Chinese PRC national aged 42, was
appointed to the Board of Sino Hua-An on 27 February
2014. He is currently the Executive Director of Sino
Hua-An and a Director of Yehua. He attended all five (5)
Board Meetings held in the financial year.
He graduated with a degree in Marketing from the
Qingdao Technology University, Shandong Province in
1998. Mr. Liu joined the military from 1992 to 1994 and
was in-charge of the Shanxi Taiyuan Artillery Troops prior
to building his career in the Huasheng Jiangquan Group
in 1999. He worked in Sales and was later appointed to
the level of a Supervisor of the Jiangquan Tiandi Ceramic
Tile Company (2nd Factory). In February 2005, Mr. Liu
joined Linyi Yehua Coking Co. Ltd. and was subsequently
promoted to Deputy General Manager of Yehua in
2011. Overall, Mr. Liu has over ten (10) years of working
experience in the related industry.
He has no family relationship with any Director and/or
major shareholder nor any conflict of interest with the
Company.

Fu Qiang
Independent Non-Executive Director

Mr. Fu Qiang, a Chinese PRC national aged 63, was
appointed to the Board of Sino Hua-An on 16 August
2010. He is a member of the Audit and Risk Management
Committee, Nomination Committee and Remuneration
Committee. He attended all five (5) Board Meetings held
in the financial year.
From 1987 to 1998, Mr. Fu was involved with the Linyi
City Restructuring Committee, focussing principally on
corporate restructuring works for local organisations in
Linyi city. He held the position as a Senior Economist
of the Shandong Employment Office in 1998. Since
then, Mr. Fu has continued to assume an advisory role,
monitoring and directing restructuring related matters,
which include assisting numerous local organisations
in their respective corporate, financial and operational
restructuring exercises.
Mr. Fu has since published several articles in various
financial magazines on subject matter relating to the
securities market and corporate/share restructuring
areas.
In 2002, Mr. Fu completed his post-graduate research
in Business Administration from the China Technology
University.
He has no family relationship with any Director and/or
major shareholder of the Company nor any conflict of
interest with the Company.
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Lim See Tow
Independent Non-Executive Director

Ms. Lim See Tow, a Malaysian aged 40, has served
on the Board of Sino Hua-An since 18 January 2008.
She is a member of the Audit and Risk Management
Committee, Nomination Committee and Chairperson
of the Remuneration Committee. She attended all five
(5) Board Meetings held in the financial year.
Ms. Lim is a member of the ACCA and MIA. She was
with Messrs. Deloitte & Touche from 1999 to 2003. From
2005 to 2007, she was the Head of Finance & Special
Project in Antah. Currently she is a Director in Clearwater
Developments Sdn Bhd.
She has no family relationship with any Director and/
or major shareholder nor any conflict of interest with
the Company.
t

1MFBTFSFGFSUPQBHFPGUIF"OBMZTJTPG4IBSFIPMEJOHT%JSFDUPST4IBSFIPMEJOHTPGUIJT"OOVBM3FQPSUPO
the director’s shareholdings in the Company.

t

/POFPGUIF%JSFDUPSTIBWFBOZDPOWJDUJPOGPSPGGFODFTXJUIJOUIFQBTUZFBSTPUIFSUIBOQPTTJCMZUSBGmD
offences, if any.
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THE SINO HUA-AN GROUP

SINO HUA-AN
INTERNATIONAL BERHAD
Paid-up capital : RM561,153,908.50
(1,122,307,817 shares @ RM 0.50 each)
Listed on the Main Board of Bursa Malaysia on 26 March 2007

INVESTMENT HOLDING

100%

FANCY CELEBRATIONS
SDN BHD
Paid-up capital : RM2.00
(2 shares @ RM 1.00 each)

DORMANT

100%
PIPO OVERSEAS
LIMITED

Paid-up capital : USD50,000
(50,000 shares @ USD 1.00 each)

INVESTMENT HOLDING

100%
LINYI YEHUA
COKING CO., LTD

Paid-up capital : USD98,000,000

PRODUCTION AND SALE OF METALLURGICAL
COKE AND BY-PRODUCTS
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STATEMENT ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The Malaysian Code on Corporate Governance (“MCCG 2012”) sets out broad principles and specific
recommendations on structures and processes which companies should adopt in making good corporate governance
an integral part of their business dealings and culture. Sino Hua-An International Berhad group of companies (“the
Group”) fully supports and is committed to maintaining an effective and high standard of corporate governance and
the development of best practices in its pursuit of business integrity and professionalism to enhance shareholders’
value and financial performance of the Group.
The Board of Directors (“Board”) of the Group regards corporate governance as vitally important to the success of the
Group’s business and is committed to applying the following principles, necessary to ensure that good governance
is practiced in all of its business dealings in respect of its shareholders and relevant stakeholders:t

5IF#PBSEJTUIFGPDBMQPJOUPGUIF(SPVQTDPSQPSBUFHPWFSOBODFTZTUFN*UJTVMUJNBUFMZBDDPVOUBCMFBOE
responsible for the performance and affairs of the Group.

t

"MM#PBSENFNCFSTBSFFYQFDUFEUPBDUJOBQSPGFTTJPOBMNBOOFS UIFSFCZVQIPMEJOHUIFDPSFWBMVFTPGJOUFHSJUZ
and enterprise with due regard to their fiduciary duties and responsibilities.

t

"MM#PBSENFNCFSTBSFSFTQPOTJCMFUPUIF(SPVQGPSBDIJFWJOHBIJHIMFWFMPGHPPEHPWFSOBODF

The Board is pleased to provide this statement, which outlines and describes how the Group has applied the main
principles set out in the MCCG 2012 that has been in place throughout the financial year ended 31 December
2014, except otherwise stated.
The Board endeavors to comply with all the Principles and Recommendations of the MCCG 2012 in its effort to
observe high standards of transparency, accountability and integrity for long term sustainability of business growth
and to the best interest of the shareholders of the Company.

A.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Board Charter
The Board Charter approved by the Board of Directors sets out explicitly the responsibilities assumed by the
Board in the following areas: t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

SFUBJOGVMMBOEFGGFDUJWFDPOUSPMPWFSUIF(SPVQ BOENPOJUPSNBOBHFNFOUJOJNQMFNFOUJOH#PBSEQMBOT
and strategies;
FOTVSFUIBUBDPNQSFIFOTJWFTZTUFNPGQPMJDJFTBOEQSPDFEVSFTJTPQFSBUJWF
JEFOUJGZBOENPOJUPSOPOmOBODJBMBTQFDUTSFMFWBOUUPUIFCVTJOFTT
FOTVSF FUIJDBM CFIBWJPVS BOE DPNQMJBODF XJUI SFMFWBOU MBXT BOE SFHVMBUJPOT  BVEJU BOE BDDPVOUJOH
principles, as well as the Group’s own governing documents and code of conduct;
TUSJWFUPDPNQMZBOEXIFSFQPTTJCMFFYDFFEUIFNJOJNVNTUJQVMBUJPOTPGUIFJOUFSOBUJPOBMCFTUQSBDUJDFT
EFmOFMFWFMTPGNBUFSJBMJUZ SFTFSWJOHTQFDJmDQPXFSTUPUIF#PBSEBOEEFMFHBUJOHPUIFSNBUUFSTXJUI
the necessary and appropriate written authority to the management;
BDUSFTQPOTJCMZUPXBSETUIF(SPVQTSFMFWBOUTUBLFIPMEFSTBOE
CFBXBSFPG BOEDPNNJUUP UIFVOEFSMZJOHQSJODJQMFTPGHPPEHPWFSOBODFBOEUIBUDPNQMJBODFXJUI
corporate governance principles is reviewed regularly.
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Having regard to its role, the Board takes cognisance of the key elements of the governance processes
underpinning the operation of the Group with particular attention to the following: t
t
t
t
t
t
t

SFWJFXUIFTUSBUFHJDEJSFDUJPOPGUIF(SPVQBOEBEPQUCVTJOFTTQMBOTQSPQPTFECZ.BOBHFNFOUXIJDI
have been vigorously deliberated for the achievement thereof;
BQQSPWFTQFDJmDmOBODJBMBOEOPOmOBODJBMPCKFDUJWFTBOEQPMJDJFTQSPQPTFECZ.BOBHFNFOU
SFWJFXQSPDFTTFTGPSUIFJEFOUJmDBUJPOBOENBOBHFNFOUPGCVTJOFTTSJTLBOEQSPDFTTFTGPSDPNQMJBODF
with key regulatory and legal frameworks, policies and best practices;
EFMFHBUFSFMFWBOUBVUIPSJUZUP.BOBHFNFOUGPSDBQJUBMFYQFOEJUVSFBOESFWJFXJOWFTUNFOUT DBQJUBMBOE
funding proposals vide Board deliberation and approval;
SFWJFXTVDDFTTJPOQMBOOJOHGPSUIF.BOBHFNFOUUFBNBOEFOEPSTFTFOJPSFYFDVUJWFBQQPJOUNFOUT 
organisational changes and high level remuneration issues;
QSPWJEFPWFSTJHIUPGUIFQFSGPSNBODFPGUIF.BOBHFNFOUBHBJOTUUBSHFUTBOEPCKFDUJWFTBOE
QSPWJEFPWFSTJHIUPGSFQPSUJOHUPTIBSFIPMEFSTPOUIFEJSFDUJPO HPWFSOBODFBOEQFSGPSNBODFPGUIF
Group as well as other processes that needed reporting or other disclosure requirements to the same.

The Board Charter is to be periodically reviewed and updated in accordance with the needs of the Company
and any new regulations that may have an impact on the discharge of the Board’s responsibilities. A copy of
the Board Charter is published in the Company’s website at www.sinohuaan.com.
Board Composition and Balance
The Company’s Articles of Association provides that the Board shall comprise a maximum of twelve (12)
Directors. Currently, the Board has seven (7) members comprising one (1) Executive Chairman, one (1) Managing
Director, two (2) Executive Directors and three (3) Independent Non-Executive Directors (one of whom is a
Senior Director).
The present composition of the Board complies with Paragraph 15.02 (1) of the Main Market Listing
Requirements (“Listing Requirements”) of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad (“Bursa Securities”) whereby at
least one-third (1/3) of the Board must be made up of Independent Directors.
The profiles of individual Directors are set out on Pages 9 to 12 of this Annual Report.
The Board collectively has wide and varied technical, financial, legal, management and commercial experience
and is of persons of high caliber and integrity. The composition of the Board not only reflects the broad
range of experiences, skills and knowledge required to successfully direct and supervise the Group’s business
activities, but also the importance of independence in decision making at the Board level.
All the Non-Executive Directors are independent from the Management and free from any business or other
relationship that could materially interfere with the exercise of their independent judgment and act in the best
interests of the Group and its shareholders. They have the capability to ensure that the strategies proposed
by the Management are fully deliberated and examined in the long-term interest of the Group, as well as the
shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, authorities and the many communities in which the Group
conducts its businesses.
The Board continues to believe that even with the presence of representatives of major shareholders on the
Board, its existing three (3) Independent Non-Executive Directors, with their extensive knowledge, experience
and expertise would still be able to provide the necessary check and balance to the Board’s decision-making
process.
The Board takes cognisance of Recommendation 3.5 of the MCCG 2012 stating that the Board must comprise
a majority of independent directors where the Chairman of the Board is not an independent director. However,
given the fact that the Board is currently functioning well and able to discharge the duties expected of it in
an effective and proper manner, the Board’s composition shall remain until such time where it is deemed
absolutely necessary and fitting to restructure the Board to fully adopt the abovementioned Recommendation.
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Board Roles and Responsibilities
The Group is controlled and led by a Board which is primarily entrusted with the responsibility of charting
the direction of the Group. The Board delegates certain responsibilities to the Board Committees, all of
which operate within their defined terms of reference to assist the Board in the execution of its duties and
responsibilities.
Other than matters which are deemed material, significant or sensitive in nature, all of which call for the
Board’s attention, deliberation and approval, the responsibility for managing the Group’s business activities
are delegated to the Managing Director (“MD”) of the Company, who is accountable to the Board.
The Executive Chairman is responsible for ensuring Board effectiveness and ensures that conduct and working
of the Board are in an orderly and effective manner. The Executive Chairman is also responsible for conducting
meetings of the Board and shareholders and ensuring all Directors are properly briefed during Board meetings
and shareholders are properly informed of the subject matters which require their approval.
The Board, through the MD, is fully assisted by the Management in the day-to-day management of the
financial and operational matters in accordance with the strategic direction established by the Board. The
Board outlines the policies and objectives of the Group, which are carried out by the Management through
the close supervision of the MD. The Board is mindful to include sustainable practices and procedures in the
Company’s business strategies that drive long term corporate growth, profitability and sustainability.
There is a clear division of responsibility between the Executive Chairman and MD. The Board has established
the roles and responsibilities of the Executive Chairman which are distinct and separate from the roles and
responsibilities of the MD. The segregation between the duties and responsibilities of the Executive Chairman
and MD ensures an appropriate balance of roles, responsibilities and accountability at Board level. The Board
has taken note of Recommendation 3.4 of the MCCG 2012 which states that the positions of the Chairman
and CEO should be held by different individuals and the Chairman must be a non-executive member of
the board. The Group complies with the requirement to have the position of the Chairman and CEO (the
position of which is assumed by the MD) held by two separate and distinct individuals from the outset. Due
to strategic reasons and work exigency, the Chairman currently assumes an executive position within the
Group. However, the Group had taken proactive steps to check the perceived ascendency and influence of
the Executive Chairman with the presence of a Senior Director which is independent and non-executive.
Ethical Standards Through Code of Conduct
The Board has adopted the Code of Ethics and Business Conduct for all Board members, management,
suppliers and clients, competitors as well as all employees of the Group, to always conduct oneself with
integrity, accountability, transparency and professionalism when dealing with matters pertaining to the Group.
A copy of the Code of Ethics and Business Conduct is published in the Company’s website at www.sinohuaan.
com.
Whistle-Blowing Policy
The Group has implemented a whistle-blowing policy, the objectives is to provide an avenue for all employees
of the Group and members of the public to disclose any improper conduct in accordance with procedures as
provided under the policy and to provide protection for employees and members of the public who report
such allegation. A copy of the Whistle-Blowing Policy is published in the Company’s website at www.sinohuaan.
com.
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Strategies to Promote Sustainability
The Group is committed to promote sustainability in its business as well as the environment in which it is
operating in. Accordingly, the Group endeavors to practise, inter-alia, the following:t
t
t

GBJSBOEKVTUCVTJOFTTDPOEVDUXJUIBMMJUTCVTJOFTTQBSUOFST
FOTVSJOHFNQMPZFFTXFMGBSFJTBEFRVBUFMZUBLFODBSFPGBOE
QSPUFDUJPOPGUIFFOWJSPONFOUUISPVHIDPOTDJFOUJPVTFGGPSUTBOEJOWFTUNFOUTNBEFPOUFDIOPMPHJFT
and facilities to ensure pollution level is sufficiently managed and kept to a minimum.

Corporate Social Responsibility
Detailed information pertaining to the Company’s corporate social responsibility activities for the year 2014
is set out in the Statement on Corporate Social Responsibility on Pages 29 to 30 of this Annual Report.
Board Meetings
The Board meets regularly to ensure that the Group is managed effectively, with a formal schedule of matters
reserved for its deliberation. The agenda and Board papers for each item as well as the minutes of previous
meetings are circulated in advance to the Board to give all Directors sufficient time to deliberate on the issues
to be raised at the Board meetings.
The Board collectively deliberates, reviews and considers all corporate proposals prior to implementation.
Corporate proposals are put to vote after thorough deliberation. In the event of an equality of votes for or
against any particular proposal, the Chairman of the meeting shall have a second or casting vote, except
when only two (2) Directors are competent to vote on the proposal. In this respect, no individual or group of
individuals dominates the Board’s decision making.
Where a potential conflict of interest arises, the Director concerned will declare his or her interest and abstain
from the decision making process.
In discharging its duties, the Board met a total of five (5) times throughout the financial year ended 31
December 2014.
The record of attendance at the meetings of the Board of Directors for the financial year ended 31 December
2014 is as follows:No. of Board
Meetings Attended

Percentage

Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar

5/5

100%

Liu Guodong

5/5

100%

Cedric Choo Sia Teik

5/5

100%

Liu Xueqiang

5/5

100%

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid

5/5

100%

Fu Qiang

5/5

100%

Lim See Tow

5/5

100%

Directors

The above record of attendance shows that all the Directors have complied with the minimum 50% attendance
requirement in respect of Board meetings as stipulated in the Listing Requirements of Bursa Securities.
The Board is satisfied with the level of time commitment given by the Directors towards fulfilling their roles
and responsibilities as Directors of the Company.
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All proceedings of the Board meetings are minuted and signed by the Chairman of the meeting in accordance
with the provision of Section 156 of the Companies Act, 1965 (“the Act”) and all minutes are properly filed
and kept by the Company Secretaries at the registered office.
Access to Information and External Advice
The Board has full and unrestricted access to all information pertaining to the Group’s businesses and affairs as
well as to the advice and services of the Senior Management of the Group to enable them to discharge their
duties. The Directors may request additional information or clarification, particularly in respect of complex
and technical issues tabled to the Board.
The Board is provided with comprehensive board papers on a timely basis prior to board meetings. This is
to ensure and to enable the Directors to discharge their duties and responsibilities competently and in a
well-informed manner. The Directors meet, review and approve all corporate announcements, including the
announcement of the quarterly financial results, prior to releasing them to Bursa Securities.
Senior Management and external advisers may be invited to attend Board meetings when necessary, to report
on matters relating to their areas of responsibility, and to furnish the Board with explanations and comments
or to provide clarification on issue(s) that may be raised by any Director.
The Chairman of the respective Board Committees are also required to report the outcome of the Committee
meetings to the Board and such reports are incorporated as part of the minutes of the Board meetings.
Where any accounts, minute books or other records required to be kept by the Act are not kept in Bahasa
Malaysia or the English Language, the Directors shall cause a true translation of such accounts, minute books
and other records to be made from time to time at intervals of not more than seven (7) days and shall cause
such translation to be kept with the original accounts, minute book and other records for so long as the
original accounts, minute books and other records are required by the Act to be kept.
Directors are also empowered to seek such external independent professional advice as they may require, at
the expense of the Company, to enable them to make well-informed decisions.
Company Secretaries
All members of the Board have direct access to the advice and services of the Company Secretaries. The
Board ensures that the Company Secretaries appointed have the relevant experiences and skills.
The Company Secretaries have regularly updated the Board on any regulations and guidelines, as well as any
amendments as and when issued by Bursa Securities, Securities Commission, the Companies Commission of
Malaysia and other relevant regulatory authorities.
The Company Secretaries also ensure that deliberations at the Board meetings and the respective Board
Committee meetings are properly recorded and minuted, and subsequently be communicated to the
Management for their action.
Thus far, the Board is satisfied with the performance and support rendered by the Company Secretaries in
the discharge of their functions and responsibilities.
Directors’ Training
All the members of the Board have attended the Mandatory Accreditation Programme (MAP) conducted by
the Research Institute of Investment Analyst Malaysia (RIIAM) and Bursatra Sdn Bhd, the training arm of Bursa
Securities.
All the Directors of the Company are encouraged to attend training programs to equip themselves with
the relevant knowledge and to keep abreast of industry developments and trends to discharge their duties
effectively.
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During the financial year, the Directors had on several and separate occasions independently attended
various relevant trainings, seminars and dialogues to keep themselves abreast with the latest updates and
developments within the industry. Amongst others, the training programmes/seminars/forums attended by
the Directors during the financial year are as follows:
Title

Mode

Organiser

t

"EWPDBDZ4FTTJPOPO$PSQPSBUF%JTDMPTVSF
for Directors of Listed Issuer

Seminar

Bursa Malaysia

t

"QQSFDJBUJPO"QQMJDBUJPOPG"4&"/
Corporate Governance Scorecard

Seminar

Minority Shareholders
Watchdog Group (MSWG)
#VSTB.BMBZTJB

t

&OWJSPONFOUBM 4PDJBM(PWFSOBODF i&4(w 
Index to advance ESG practices for the
Malaysian Capital Market

Seminar

Bursa Malaysia (working
in partnership with the
Financial Times Stock
Exchange (FTSE)

t

6OEFSTUBOEJOH#VTJOFTT#FZPOE/VNCFST

Training

Malaysian Institute of
Accountants (MIA)

t

/BUJPOBM&DPOPNJD4VNNJUBOE%JBMPHVF
with the Prime Minister of Malaysia

Summit

"TJBO4USBUFHZ
Leadership (ASLI)

t

4USBUFHJD*TTVFT'PSVN$PSQPSBUF.BMBZTJB
3PVOEUBCMF

Forum

ASLI

t

#PBSE$IBJSNBO4FSJFT5IF3PMFPGUIF
Board Chairman

Forum

5IF*$-*'-FBEFSTIJQ
Governance Centre

t

4UVNCMJOH(JBOU5IF5ISFBUTUP$IJOBT
Future

3PVOEUBCMF
Discussion

ASLI

Moving forward, the Board, with the assistance of the Nomination Committee will ensure that the Directors
will continue to undergo relevant training programmes, as and when they deem fit and appropriate, to further
enhance their skills, knowledge and experience in order to fulfill their duties as Directors.
Appointment of Directors
The Nomination Committee established by the Board is responsible for evaluating and nominating suitable
candidates to the Board to ensure the proper Board balance and size as well as to fill vacant seats on Board
Committees.
The appointment of any additional Director is made as and when it is deemed necessary by the existing
Board upon recommendation from the Nomination Committee with due consideration given to the mix of
expertise and experience required for an effective Board.
In line with the recommendations of the MCCG 2012, the Board takes cognizance of gender diversity in the
boardroom as recommended by the MCCG 2012 to promote the representation of women in the composition
of the Board. Presently, there is one (1) female Director on the Board of the Company. While the Nomination
Committee and the Board have not established a policy formalizing its approach to boardroom diversity or
set any target on age, gender and ethnicity diversity policy, the Board endeavors to ensuring diversity and
inclusiveness in its composition and deliberations. In this respect, should there be any person(s) the Board
deems fit and appropriate and possesses the necessary and relevant attributes, caliber and capabilities to
contribute effectively to the Group, such person(s) may be considered to participate in governing the Group,
either by way of Board member or otherwise.
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Re-Election / Re-Appointment of Directors
The Articles of Association provide that at least one-third (1/3) or the number nearest to one-third shall retire
from office once at least in every three (3) years but shall be eligible for re-election. In accordance with the
Company’s Articles of Association, two (2) of the Directors, namely Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku
Ja’afar and Mr. Cedric Choo Sia Teik are due to retire at this forthcoming Annual General Meeting (“AGM”)
and being eligible, would be standing for re-election.
Article 101 of the Company’s Articles of Association provides that any director so appointed shall hold office
only until the next AGM where he shall retire and accordingly be available to offer himself/herself for reelection. He/she however shall not be accounted in determining the Directors who are to retire by rotation at
that meeting pursuant to the abovementioned Articles of Association. The Company did not have any new
appointment of directors following the conclusion of last year’s AGM.
Meanwhile, Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid, a Director who is over the age of 70 years will be
retiring at the forthcoming AGM pursuant to Section 129(6) of the Act and is seeking for re-appointment.
The performance of the Directors who are subject to re-election and re-appointment and at the forthcoming
AGM has been assessed by the Nomination Committee who had submitted the recommendations to the
Board for deliberations and approval.
The Board has determined that the performance of the above Directors who are subject to re-election and reappointment respectively at the forthcoming AGM, have continued to demonstrate the necessary commitment
to be fully effective members of the Board. Hence, the Board unanimously recommends that the shareholders
vote in favour of the re-election and re-appointment of the above Directors at the forthcoming AGM.
Tenure of Directors
The Recommendation 3.2 of the MCCG 2012 states that the tenure of an independent director should not
exceed a cumulative terms of nine (9) years. Upon completion of the nine (9) year terms, an independent
director may continue to serve on the board subject to the Director’s re-designations as a Non-Independent
Director. The Board must justify and seek shareholders’ approval in the event it retains as an independent
director, a person who has served in that capacity for more than nine (9) years. There are no independent
directors whose tenure exceeds a cumulative term of nine (9) years in the Company.
In line the Recommendation 3.1 of the MCCG 2012, the Nomination Committee and Board had performed
an annual review on the independency of independent directors and the independent directors had declared
their independency in writing.
Time Commitment and Protocol for accepting new directorships
On the appointment of a new Director, the new Director is required to commit sufficient time to attend to
the Company’s matters before accepting his appointment to the Board.
Directors are required to notify the Chairman before accepting any new directorship and to indicate the
time expected to be spent on the new appointment. Any Board member, shall not hold more than five (5)
directorships in listed companies at any one time.
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Board Committees
The Board has established a number of Board Committees to assist the Board in the execution of its duties
and responsibilities. Each committee operates under their respective approved term of reference and has the
authority to examine particular issues and report to the Board with their recommendations. The final decisions
on all matters are determined by the Board as a whole.
(a)

Audit and Risk Management Committee (“ARMC”)
The membership and Terms of Reference of the ARMC are as stated in the ARMC Report of this
Annual Report. A summary of the activities of the ARMC during the year, including an evaluation of the
independent audit process, is set out in the ARMC Report on Pages 32 to 37 of this Annual Report.
The ARMC met a total of five (5) times during the financial year ended 31 December 2014.
The External Auditors have direct access to the Chairman and members of the ARMC without the
presence of the Executive Directors/Management for independent discussions.

(b)

Nomination Committee (“NC”)
The NC comprises exclusively of Independent Non-Executive Directors and the members of NC are as
follows:Chairman

:

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid
(Senior Director; Independent Non-Executive Director)

Members

:

Lim See Tow
(Independent Non-Executive Director)

:

Fu Qiang
(Independent Non-Executive Director)

The NC shall recommend to the Board, candidates for all directorships to be filled by the Shareholders
or the Board of Directors and to assist the Board in reviewing on an annual basis the required mix of
skills and experience and other qualities, including core competencies of Non-Executive Directors.
The NC may meet at least once a year or more frequently as deemed necessary. During the financial
year ended 31 December 2014, the NC had three (3) meetings and reviewed amongst others, the
following matters:t
t
t
t

UIFFGGFDUJWFOFTTPGUIF#PBSEBTBXIPMFBOEPGUIFDPNNJUUFFTPGUIF#PBSEBOEUIFDPOUSJCVUJPO
and performance of each individual Director;
UIFJOEFQFOEFODFPGUIF*OEFQFOEFOU%JSFDUPST
UIF%JSFDUPSTXIPBSFTVCKFDUUPSFUJSFNFOU FJUIFSCZSPUBUJPOPSCZWJSUVFPGCFJOHPWFSUIFBHF
of 70, at the forthcoming AGM, and are offering themselves for re-election; and
UIFTVJUBCJMJUZGPSBQQPJOUNFOUUPUIF#PBSEBQFSTPOUPBTTVNFUIFDBQBDJUZBT%JSFDUPSPGUIF
Company.
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(c)

Remuneration Committee (“RC”)
The RC comprises the following members and majority of them are Non-Executive Directors as
recommended by the MCCG 2012:Chairperson

:

Lim See Tow
(Independent Non-Executive Director)

Members

:

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid
(Senior Director; Independent Non-Executive Director)

:

Fu Qiang
(Independent Non-Executive Director)

:

Liu Guodong
(Managing Director)

The RC may meet at least once a year or more frequently as deemed necessary. During the financial
year ended 31 December 2014 the Committee had two (2) meetings.
The key functions of the RC include to review and assess the remuneration packages of the Executive
Directors in all forms, with or without other independent professional advice or other outside advice
andto recommend to the Board the policy and framework for Directors’ remuneration as well as the
remuneration and terms of service of Executive Directors.
Remuneration of Directors
The RC has carried out the annual review of the overall remuneration policy for the Executive Directors and
recommendations have been submitted to the Board for approval.
The remuneration of the respective Directors is benchmarked against that of various companies in the
industry as well as other companies if deemed relevant. Additionally, the remuneration is determined to
ensure it commensurate with the level of experience, responsibility and contribution made to the Group by
the respective Directors.
None of the Executive Directors participated in any way in determining their individual remuneration. The
Directors’ fee for the Non-Executive Directors is determined by the Board as a whole with individual Directors
abstaining from decisions in respect of their individual remuneration.
There were no formal remuneration policies and procedures in place yet but the Board Charter provides that:t
t
t

/POFYFDVUJWFNFNCFSTSFDFJWFOPTIBSFPQUJPOTOPSTJHOJmDBOUCFOFmUTGSPN4JOP)VB"O PUIFSUIBO
their directors’ fees;
5IF.%$&0TSFNVOFSBUJPOXJMMEFQFOEPOUIFBDIJFWFNFOUPGUIFHPBMTTFUBUUIFCFHJOOJOHPGFBDI
year. The goals are divided between quantified organisational achievement and personal achievement.;
and
&YFDVUJWFNFNCFSTXJMMSFDFJWFOPGFFTCVUXJMMCFQBJEBTFNQMPZFFTPGUIFDPNQBOZJOBDDPSEBODF
with their contracts of employment with the company.
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The details of the remuneration of the Directors of the Group/Company for the financial year under review
are as follows:-

Category

Non-Executive Directors
Executive Directors

Fees
RM’000

Salary & Other
Emoluments
RM’000

Benefits-in-Kind
RM’000

Allowances
RM’000

98

–

–

14

–

1,054

–

–

The number of Directors of the Group/Company whose total remuneration during the financial year under
review that fall within the following bands are as follows:Executive Directors

B.

Number

RM200,001 – RM250,000
RM250,001 – RM300,000
RM300,001 – RM350,000
RM350,001 – RM400,000
RM400,001 – RM450,000

2
1
–
–
1

Non-Executive Directors
Below RM50,000

3

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMPANY AND SHAREHOLDERS
Investor Relations and Shareholders’ Communication
The Group appreciates feedback from its valued shareholders and consistent with this, it is the intention of the
Board that the shareholders are well informed of all major developments that have an impact on the Group.
The various channels of communication with the shareholders are as follows:t
t
t
t
t
t

5IF"OOVBM3FQPSU
5IF"(.
5IFWBSJPVTEJTDMPTVSFTBOEBOOPVODFNFOUTNBEFUP#VSTB4FDVSJUJFT
/FXTQBQFSBSUJDMFTBOEQVCMJTIFEJOUFSWJFXTXJUICVTJOFTTKPVSOBMJTUT
3FHVMBSVQEBUFT EJBMPHVFT NFFUJOH QSFTFOUBUJPOTXJUIJOTUJUVUJPOBMTIBSFIPMEFSTBTXFMMBTBEIPD
responses to enquiries from stakeholders; and
5IF(SPVQXFCTJUF OBNFMZwww.sinohuaan.com

Besides the mandatory reporting and the public announcements of the Group’s financial results to Bursa
Securities, regulatory bodies and other relevant authorities, the Group keeps the members of the investing
community and the shareholders abreast of its developments through press releases and active investor
relations programmes.
During the financial year, the Directors and the Management had held several meetings and dialogues with
research analysts, fund managers, asset management firms and institutional investment funds to keep them
abreast with the business of the Group as well as the environment and industry within which the Group
operates in.
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The AGM is a crucial mechanism and the principal forum for dialogue between the Group and its shareholders.
Shareholders are given ample notice to prepare or present questions to the Board at the AGM. The AGM
is also an excellent opportunity for shareholders to direct questions to the Board in relation to the Group’s
financial performance and the Group’s activities. The Chairman and the Board will respond to queries and
undertake to provide sufficient explanation and clarification on issues and concerns raised by the shareholders.
Poll Voting
The Board noted the Recommendation 8.2 of the MCCG 2012 which states that the Board should encourage
poll voting. During the last AGM held on 23 May 2014, the Chairman informed the shareholders of their right
to demand a poll vote at the commencement of the meeting. Nonetheless, no request for poll voting was
received during the AGM.
The Board would consider employing electronic means for poll votes in the future general meetings for
substantive resolutions. The Board considers a poll vote to be a fair voting process under such circumstances.
Leverage on Information Technology for Effective Dissemination of Information
The Group has an existing website, namely www.sinohuaan.com which is updated regularly, for shareholders
and the public to gain access to corporate information, news and events relating to the Group. Investors
and members of the public who wish to contact the Group on any matters pertaining to their shareholdings,
investments and/or the Group’s business undertakings can channel their enquiries through e-mail via the said
Group’s website.
Corporate Disclosure Policy
The Group has adopted a Corporate Disclosure Policy, the objectives of which are as follows:t
t
t
t

5PSBJTFBXBSFOFTTBOEQSPWJEFHVJEBODFUPUIF#PBSE NBOBHFNFOU PGmDFSTBOEFNQMPZFFTPOUIF
Group’s disclosure requirements and practices;
5P QSPWJEF HVJEFMJOFT BOE QPMJDJFT JO EJTTFNJOBUJOH DPSQPSBUF JOGPSNBUJPO UP  BOE JO EFBMJOH XJUI 
shareholders, stakeholders, analysts, media, regulators and the investing public;
5PFOTVSFDPNQMJBODFXJUIBMMBQQMJDBCMFMFHBMBOESFHVMBUPSZSFRVJSFNFOUTPOEJTDMPTVSFTPGNBUFSJBM
information; and
5PCVJMEHPPEJOWFTUPSSFMBUJPOTXJUIUIFJOWFTUJOHQVCMJDUIBUJOTQJSFTUSVTUBOEDPOmEFOU

The Board is ultimately responsible for ensuring that the Corporate Disclosure Policy is implemented effectively
and the disclosure requirements as set out are duly fulfilled. A copy of the Corporate Disclosure Policy is
published in the Company’s website at www.sinohuaan.com.

C.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND AUDIT
Financial Reporting
The Board is responsible to ensure that the financial statements are prepared in accordance with the Act
and the applicable approved accounting standards in Malaysia. With assistance from the ARMC, the Board
scrutinised the financial aspects of the Audited Financial Statements and reviewed the statutory compliance
aspects of the Audited Financial Statements to ensure that the reports present a true and fair view of the
financial position of the Group.
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The Directors confirm that the financial statements continue to be prepared on the going concern basis and
are satisfied that the Group will continue to secure adequate resources at the time of approving the financial
statements, to continue in business for the foreseeable future. The ARMC has drawn reference from the
“Corporate Governance Guide – 2nd edition” issued by Bursa Malaysia in its evaluation of the performance
and independence of the Group’s External Auditors. Additionally, the Group had also obtained confirmation
from the External Auditors that they are independent in accordance with the By-laws (on Professional Ethics,
Conduct and Practice) of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants.
The Statement on Directors’ Responsibility in respect of the preparation of the Audited Financial Statements
of the Group is set out on Page 31 of this Annual Report.
Relationship with External Auditors
The Board via the ARMC maintains a formal and transparent professional relationship with the Group’s External
Auditors. The External Auditors regularly are invited to attend all scheduled meetings of the ARMC during
the period and attended the AGM of the Company.
The ARMC also had private meetings discussions with the External Auditors at least twice in a year, without
the presence of the Executive Directors and the Management.

D.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROLS
The Directors are fully aware that they have the overall and ultimate responsibility for the Group’s system of
internal controls. The Board also maintains a sound system of internal controls to safeguard the shareholders’
investments and the Group’s assets. However, such systems can only provide reasonable but not absolute
assurance against material misstatement or loss.
The Board is committed to the identification of risk factors throughout the Group. Through the assistance of
the ARMC, the Board is well informed on areas where there are significant business risks or exposure as well
as the consistency of its risk measurement, monitoring and management.
The Group has an internal audit department, which reports to the ARMC and assists the Board in monitoring
and managing risks and internal controls. The Internal Auditors have conducted regular reviews and appraisals
of the effectiveness of the governance, risk management and internal controls processes of the Group during
the financial year under review.
The Statement on Risk Management and Internal Control for the Group is presented on Pages 27 to 28 of
this Annual Report.

5IJTTUBUFNFOUJTNBEFJOSFTQFDUPGUIFmOBODJBMZFBSFOEFE%FDFNCFSBOEJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIBSFTPMVUJPO
QBTTFEBUUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST.FFUJOHIFMEPO.BSDI
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The following information is provided in compliance with the Listing Requirements of the Bursa Malaysia Securities
Berhad:1.

Utilisation of Proceeds Raised from Corporate Proposals
There were no proceeds raised from corporate proposals during the financial year.

2.

Share Buy-Back
There was no share buy-back by the Company during the financial year.

3.

Options, Warrants or Convertible Securities
The Company did not issue any options, warrants or convertible securities during the financial year.

4.

Depository Receipt (DR) Programme
The Company did not sponsor any DR Programme during the financial year.

5.

Sanctions and/or Penalty
There were no sanctions and/or penalty imposed on the Company, its subsidiaries, Directors or Management
by the relevant regulatory bodies for the financial year.

6.

Variation in Results
There was no variation between the financial results in the Audited Financial Statements 2014 and the unaudited
financial results for the year ended 31 December 2014 announced by the Company.

7.

Profit Guarantee
There was no profit guarantee for the financial year.

8.

Non-Audit Fees
The amount of non-audit fees paid/payable to the External Auditors and their affiliated companies in the
Group for the financial year ended 31 December 2014 is RM7,820.

9.

Material Contracts
There were no material contracts entered into by the Company and its subsidiaries involving directors and
major shareholders’ interest still subsisting at the end of the financial year ended 31 December 2014.

10.

Recurrent Related Party Transactions of Revenue or Trading Nature
The details of the transactions with related parties undertaken by the Group during the financial year are
disclosed in Note 24 to the Financial Statements on pages 83 to 84 of this Annual Report.
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STATEMENT ON RISK MANAGEMENT AND
INTERNAL CONTROL
INTRODUCTION
The Board of Directors (“the Board”) of Sino Hua-An International Berhad is pleased to present its Statement on
Risk Management and Internal Control, which has been prepared pursuant to Paragraph 15.26 of the Main Market
Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad (“Bursa Securities”) and guidance provided to the
Directors as set out in the “Statement on Risk Management and Internal Control – Guidelines for Directors of Listed
Issuers” issued by the Task Force on Internal Control with the support and endorsement of the Bursa Securities.
The Statement below outlines the nature and scope of risk management and internal control of the Group during
the financial year under review.

THE BOARD’S RESPONSIBILITIES
The Board acknowledges its responsibility to maintain a system of internal control and for reviewing its adequacy
and integrity. The system is designed to manage rather than eliminate the risk of failure in achieving the Group’s
corporate objectives and can only provide reasonable but not absolute assurance against any material misstatement
or financial losses.

THE RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS
Apart from financial controls, the Group’s system of internal controls also cover operational and compliance controls
and, most importantly, risk management. As part of the risk management process, the Board assisted by the Audit
and Risk Management Committee (“ARMC”), is continuously identifying, assessing and managing significant business
risks faced by the Group throughout the financial year.
The process will be regularly reviewed by the Board through the ARMC and is in accordance with the guidance
as contained in the “Statement on Risk Management and Internal Control: Guidance for Directors of Public Listed
Companies”.

THE INTERNAL CONTROL PROCESS
The other key features of the Group’s internal control system include the following:t

"OPSHBOJTBUJPOTUSVDUVSFXJUIEFmOFEMJOFTPGSFTQPOTJCJMJUZBOEBQQSPQSJBUFSFQPSUJOHTUSVDUVSFJODMVEJOH
proper approval and authorisation limit for approving capital expenditure and expenses within the Group;

t

*OUFSOBMQPMJDJFTBOEQSPDFEVSFTBSFEPDVNFOUFEBOESFHVMBSMZSFWJFXFEBOEVQEBUFEGSPNUJNFUPUJNF
through a series of manuals and guidelines for all major operations of the Group;

t

4USBUFHJD QMBOOJOH BOE BOOVBM CVEHFUJOH BSF VOEFSUBLFO GPS UIF LFZ CVTJOFTT VOJU  XIJDI SFMBUF UP UIF
manufacturing and sales of metallurgical coke and other by-products. Senior Management closely monitors
the key performance indicators and financial and operating results to identify and where appropriate, to
address significant variances;

t

5IF*OUFSOBM"VEJU%FQBSUNFOUQFSGPSNTSFHVMBSBOETZTUFNBUJDSFWJFXTUISPVHIPVUUIFmOBODJBMZFBSPOUIF
internal controls to assess and provide sufficient assurance on the effectiveness of the systems of internal
control and highlights significant risks impacting the Group with recommendations for improvement; and

t

5IF"3.$SFHVMBSMZSFWJFXTSFQPSUTJTTVFECZUIF*OUFSOBM"VEJU%FQBSUNFOUPOBRVBSUFSMZCBTJTBOEBOOVBMMZ
reviews the adequacy of the Internal Audit Department’s scope of work and resources.
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The Group continues to take measures to enhance and strengthen the internal control environment and systems
of risk management.
The Board is pleased to report that the Managing Director and Financial Controller are satisfied that the Group’s risk
management and internal control systems are operating adequately and effectively, in all material aspects, based
on the risk management and internal control systems of the Group. There was no material control failure that would
have any material adverse effect on the financial results of the Group for the year under review and up to the date
of issuance of the financial statements.
The Board is of the view that the existing system of risk management and internal controls in place throughout
the Group is sufficient to safeguard the Group’s interest. Moving forward, the Group endeavors to continue to
enhance the existing systems of risk management and internal controls, taking into consideration the changing
business environment.
5IJTTUBUFNFOUJTNBEFJOSFTQFDUPGUIFmOBODJBMZFBSFOEFE%FDFNCFSBOEJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIBSFTPMVUJPO
QBTTFEBUUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST.FFUJOHIFMEPO.BSDI
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STATEMENT ON CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
The Group remains committed to the philosophy of giving back to the community by aligning its corporate and social
activities to support worthy social causes as part of our contribution to society and nation building. In pursuing our
corporate social responsibility, we have either participated actively or embarked on a variety of initiatives during
the year. A glimpse of these activities during the year are described below.
Annually, the Group supports the Seremban Half Marathon (“SHM”), an initiative focused in developing promising
disabled athletes and aspiring young children in various sporting events. The Group participated as one of the
sponsors for the event with some cash contribution. Funds generated during the event is directed to the Junior
Athletes Development Fund, managed by Persatuan Olahraga Negeri Sembilan, to support and provide opportunity
to promising local athletes to further develop their talents. A portion of the said funds will also be channeled to
provide aid to bright underprivileged students as well as supporting environmental and health causes such as the
dengue prevention and awareness programmes.

The 2014 SHM event was held on
17 August 2014. Around 10,000
participants turned up for the
27th edition of the SHM.
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During the year, the Group has also supported
the YTN foundation for its education programme,
environmental cause and REAP social impact
initiatives via monetary contributions and
participation in some of its organized activities.
YTN is a pro-active foundation that was formed
to assist the underprivileged, especially in area of
healthcare and education as well as social wellbeing, environment and sports.

In further pursuit of our endeavor
to give back to society and the
underprivileged, the Group
made some monetary contribution to Rumah Kebajikan
Vivekananda, an independent orphanage in Rembau whose
raison d’être is to provide shelter, education and support
to orphaned and the destitute children. Presently the said
orphanage which houses 60 children, subsist mainly on adhoc generosity from the public.

In May 2014, we hosted students from UiTM (from
the Shah Alam and Seremban campus) during
the Company’s Eighth Annual General Meeting
(“AGM”). This was to enable students doing the
Bachelor of Corporate Administration (Honours)
programme in the said institution to observe how
an AGM is conducted, a pre-requisite of their core
course, Company Secretarial Practice I (ADM 609).
By virtue of the Group’s operations and business
undertakings carried out principally in the Shandong
Province, China, the Group is conscious of the need
to also give back to the local community there. Our subsidiary, namely Linyi Yehua Coking Co., Ltd. (“Yehua”)
continues to adopt a policy of ensuring recruitment priority is given to the citizens, regardless of gender, ethnicity
or age, of Linyi City the locale in which our plant is situated. As a result, a substantial majority of our approximately
1,500 workforce are people from the Linyi area. Additionally, since 2009, Yehua had established collaboration with
the Linyi Teachers’ College to provide job attachments programme for technical training to the students in the
chemistry faculty of the said college.
We endeavor to be an
environmentally conscious
Group. We take cognisance of
the emissions from our plant
and have taken the initiative
to put in place environmentally
p ro t e c t i v e m e a s u re s a n d
installed relatively advanced
e n v i ro n m e n t a l p ro t e c t i o n
equipment and mechanism to
control the level of emissions
released into the atmosphere.
Additionally, we recycle the
water used for the “quenching” process and have a waste water treatment plant within the vicinity to control the
discharge of water pollutants and manage the water pollution level. The Group is committed towards careful use
of natural resources such as water, in its effort to ensuring environmental sustainability.
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In accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act, 1965, the Main Market Listing Requirements (“Listing
Requirements”) of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad (“Bursa Securities”) and the applicable Malaysian Accounting
Standards Board (“MASB”) approved accounting policies, the Directors are required to prepare financial statements
that give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Group and the Company as at the financial year and of
the results and cash flows for that year then ended.
The Directors consider that in preparing the financial statements:t

UIF(SPVQBOEUIF$PNQBOZIBWFVTFEBQQSPQSJBUFBDDPVOUJOHQPMJDJFTXIJDIBSFDPOTJTUFOUMZBQQMJFE

t

SFBTPOBCMFBOEQSVEFOUKVEHNFOUTBOEFTUJNBUFTXFSFNBEFBOE

t

BMMBQQMJDBCMF."4#BQQSPWFEBDDPVOUJOHTUBOEBSETJO.BMBZTJBIBWFCFFOGPMMPXFE

The Directors are responsible for ensuring that the Group and the Company maintain proper accounting records
which enable them to ensure that the financial statements comply with the provisions of the Companies Act, 1965,
the Listing Requirements of Bursa Securities and the applicable MASB Approved Accounting Standards in Malaysia.
The Directors have general responsibilities for taking such steps that are reasonably available to them to safeguard
the assets of the Group, and to prevent and detect fraud and other irregularities.
5IJTTUBUFNFOUJTNBEFJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIBSFTPMVUJPOQBTTFEBUUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFFUJOHIFMEPO.BSDI
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AUDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE REPORT
The Board of Sino Hua-An is pleased to present the report of Audit and Risk Management Committee of the
Company for the financial year ended 31 December 2014.
The members of the Audit and Risk Management Committee are as follows:Chairman

:

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid
Senior Director
Independent Non-Executive Director

Members

:

Ms. Lim See Tow
Independent Non-Executive Director
Mr. Fu Qiang
Independent Non-Executive Director

TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE AUDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
1.

Composition
The Board shall appoint the Audit and Risk Management Committee members from amongst themselves,
comprising no fewer than three (3) members, all of whom shall be non-executive directors, where the majority
shall be independent directors.
In this respect, the Board adopts the definition of “independent director” as defined under the Listing
Requirements of Bursa Securities.
All members of the Audit and Risk Management Committee should be financially literate and at least one (1)
member:(a)

shall be a member of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (“MIA”); or

(b)

if he is not a member of the MIA, he must have at least 3 years of working experience and:-

(c)

i.

he must have passed the examinations specified in Part I of the 1st Schedule of the Accountants
Act 1967; or

ii.

he must be a member of one (1) of the associations of the accountants specified in Part II of the
First Schedule of the Accountants Act 1967.

fulfils such other requirements as prescribed by Bursa Securities.

No alternate director is appointed as a member of the Audit and Risk Management Committee.
Retirement and resignation
If a member of the Audit and Risk Management Committee resigns, dies, or for any reason ceases to be a
member resulting in non-compliance to the composition criteria as stated above, the Board shall within three
(3) months of the event appoint such number of the new members as may be required to fill the vacancy.
2.

Chairman
The members of the Audit and Risk Management Committee shall elect a Chairman from amongst their
member who shall be an Independent Non-Executive Director.
In the absence of the Chairman of the Audit and Risk Management Committee, the other members of the
Audit and Risk Management Committee shall amongst themselves elect a Chairman who must be Independent
Director to chair the meeting.
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3.

Secretary
The Secretary of the Audit and Risk Management Committee shall be the Company Secretary.

4.

Terms of Office
The Board shall review the term of office and performance of the Audit and Risk Management Committee
and each of its members at least once in every three (3) years to determine whether such Audit and Risk
Management Committee and members have carried out their duties in accordance with their terms of reference.

5.

Meetings
The Audit and Risk Management Committee shall meet regularly, with due notice of issues to be discussed,
and shall record its conclusions in discharging its duties and responsibilities. In addition, the Chairman may
call for additional meetings at any time at the Chairman’s discretion.
Upon the request of the External Auditors, the Chairman of the Audit and Risk Management Committee
shall convene a meeting of the Audit and Risk Management Committee to consider any matter the External
Auditors believe should be brought to the attention of the directors or shareholders.
Notice of Audit and Risk Management Committee meetings shall be given to all the Audit and Risk Management
Committee members unless the Audit and Risk Management Committee waives such requirement.
The Chairman of the Audit and Risk Management Committee shall engage on a continuous basis with Senior
Management, such as the Chairman, Managing Director, Financial Controller, Head of Internal Audit and the
External Auditors in order to be kept informed of matters affecting the Group.
The Financial Controller, the Head of Internal Audit and a representative of the External Auditors should
normally attend the Audit and Risk Management Committee meetings. Other Board members and employees
may attend Audit and Risk Management Committee meetings upon the invitation of the Audit and Risk
Management Committee. However, the Audit and Risk Management Committee shall meet with the External
Auditors without executive Board members present at least twice a year and whenever necessary.
Questions arising at any meeting of the Audit and Risk Management Committee shall be decided by a majority
of votes of the members present, and in the case of equality of votes, the Chairman of the Audit and Risk
Management Committee shall have a second or casting vote.

6.

Minutes
Minutes of each meeting shall be kept at the registered office and distributed to each member of the Audit and
Risk Management Committee and also to the other members of the Board. The Audit and Risk Management
Committee Chairman shall report on each meeting to the Board.
The minutes of the Audit and Risk Management Committee meeting shall be signed by the Chairman of the
meeting at which the proceedings were held or by the Chairman of the next succeeding meeting.

7.

Quorum
The quorum for the Audit and Risk Management Committee meeting shall be the majority of members present
whom must be independent directors.

8.

Reporting
The Audit and Risk Management Committee shall report to the Board, either formally in writing, or verbally, as
it considers appropriate on the matters within its terms of reference at least once a year, but more frequently
if it so wishes.
The Audit and Risk Management Committee shall report to the Board on any specific matters referred to it
by the Board for investigation and report.
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9.

Circular Resolutions
A resolution in writing signed by a majority of the Audit and Risk Management Committee members shall be
deemed valid and effectual as if it had been passed at a duly called and constituted meeting of the same.
Any such resolution may be signed in counterparts by one (1) or more of its members, each of which shall
be deemed to be an original, and such resolution shall be accepted as sufficiently signed by the member if
transmitted to the Company by telex, telegram, cable, facsimile or other electrical or digital written message.

10.

Objectives
The principal objectives of the Audit and Risk Management Committee is to assist the Board in discharging
its statutory duties and responsibilities relating to accounting and reporting practices of the holding company
and each of its subsidiaries. In addition, the Audit and Risk Management Committee shall:t
t
t
t
t

11.

BTTFTTUIFSJTLTJOIFSFOUJOUIFCVTJOFTTBOEJOEVTUSZ
BTDFSUBJOUIFBEFRVBDZBOEFGGFDUJWFOFTTPGUIF(SPVQTDPOUSPMNFDIBOJTNBOESJTLNJUJHBUJOHTUSBUFHJFT
PWFSTFFmOBODJBMSFQPSUJOH
FWBMVBUFUIFJOUFSOBMBOEFYUFSOBMBVEJUQSPDFTTBOE
SFWJFXDPOnJDUPGJOUFSFTUTJUVBUJPOTBOESFMBUFEQBSUZUSBOTBDUJPOT

Authority
The Audit and Risk Management Committee shall, in accordance with a procedure to be determined by the
Board and at the expense of the Company:-

12.

(a)

have explicit authority to investigate any activity within its terms of reference. All employees shall be
directed to co-operate as requested by members of the Audit and Risk Management Committee;

(b)

have full and unlimited/unrestricted access to all information and documents/resources which are
required to perform its duties as well as to the Internal and External Auditors and Senior Management
of the Company and the Group;

(c)

obtain, at the expense of the Company, other independent professional advice or other advice and to
secure the attendance of outsiders with relevant experience and expertise if it considers necessary;

(d)

have direct communication channels with the External Auditors and person(s) carrying out the internal
audit function or activity (if any); and

(e)

where the Audit and Risk Management Committee is of the view that the matter reported by it to the
Board has not been satisfactorily resolved resulting in a breach of the Listing Requirements, the Audit
and Risk Management Committee shall promptly report such matter to Bursa Securities.

Duties and Responsibilities
The duties and responsibilities of the Audit and Risk Management Committee are as follows:(a)

To review the quarterly and year-end financial statements of the Group, focusing particularly on:–
t

BOZDIBOHFJOBDDPVOUJOHQPMJDJFTBOEQSBDUJDFT

t

TJHOJmDBOUBEKVTUNFOUTBSJTJOHGSPNUIFBVEJU

t

UIFHPJOHDPODFSOBTTVNQUJPOBOE

t

DPNQMJBODFXJUIBDDPVOUJOHTUBOEBSETBOEPUIFSMFHBMSFRVJSFNFOUT

(b)

To discuss issues and/or reservations arising from the interim and final audits, and any matter the auditor
may wish to discuss (in the absence of management), if any;

(c)

To review the External Auditor’s management letter and management’s response;
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(d)

To do the following, in relation to the internal audit function:t

SFWJFXUIFBEFRVBDZPGUIFTDPQF GVODUJPOTBOESFTPVSDFTPGUIFJOUFSOBMBVEJUGVODUJPO BOEUIBU
it has the necessary authority to carry out its work;

t

SFWJFXUIFJOUFSOBMBVEJUQSPHSBNNFBOESFTVMUTPGUIFJOUFSOBMBVEJUQSPDFTTBOE XIFSFOFDFTTBSZ 
ensure that appropriate actions are taken on the recommendations of the internal audit function;

t

SFWJFX UIF JOUFSOBM BVEJU QMBO  DPOTJEFS UIF JOUFSOBM BVEJU SFQPSUT BOE mOEJOHT PG UIF JOUFSOBM
auditors, fraud investigations and actions and steps taken by Management in response to audit
findings;

t

SFWJFXBOZBQQSBJTBMPSBTTFTTNFOUPGUIFQFSGPSNBODFPGNFNCFSTPGUIFJOUFSOBMBVEJUGVODUJPO

t

BQQSPWFBOZBQQPJOUNFOUPSUFSNJOBUJPOPGTFOJPSTUBGGNFNCFSTPGUIFJOUFSOBMBVEJUGVODUJPO
and

t

UBLFDPHOJTBODFPGSFTJHOBUJPOTPGJOUFSOBMBVEJUTUBGGNFNCFSTBOEQSPWJEFUIFSFTJHOJOHTUBGG
member an opportunity to submit his reasons for resigning.

(e)

To monitor the integrity of the Company’s financial statements;

(f)

To report its findings on the financial and management performance, and other material matters to the
Board;

(g)

To consider the major findings of internal investigations and management’s response;

(h)

To identify principal risks and ensure the implementation of appropriate systems to manage these risks;

(i)

To discuss with the External Auditors before the audit commences, the nature and scope of the audit,
and ensure co-ordination where more than one audit firm is involved;

(j)

To consider the appointment of the External Auditors, the audit fee and any question of resignation or
dismissal;

(k)

To establish policies governing the circumstances under which contracts for the provision of non-audit
services can be entered into and procedures that must be followed by the External Auditors;

(l)

To assess and monitor the independence and qualification of the Company’s independent auditor;

(m)

To review with the External Auditors his evaluation of the system of internal controls and his audit report;

(n)

To monitor the performance of the Company’s internal audit function;

(o)

To determine the remit of the internal audit function;

(p)

To review the adequacy and effectiveness of risk management, internal control and governance systems;

(q)

To consider any related party transactions and conflict of interest situation that may arise within the
Company or Group including any transaction, procedure or course of conduct that raises questions of
management integrity;

(r)

To verify the allocation of employees’ share option scheme (“ESOS”) in compliance with the criteria as
stipulated in the by-laws of ESOS of the Company, if any;

(s)

To monitor the Company’s compliance with relevant laws, regulations and code of conduct;

(t)

To consider other topics as defined by the Board; and

(u)

To consider and examine such other matters as the Audit and Risk Management Committee considers
appropriate.
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AUDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Audit and Risk Management Committee held five (5) meetings during the financial year ended 31 December
2014. The record of attendance of the Audit and Risk Management Committee meetings is as follows:Details of attendance of Audit and Risk Management Committee Members

Name of Members

Date of Audit and Risk Management Committee Meetings
27.02.14
26.03.14
23.05.14
27.08.14
26.11.14

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid

√

√

√

√

√

Ms. Lim See Tow

√

√

√

√

√

Mr. Fu Qiang

√

√

√

√

√

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES
During the financial year, the Audit and Risk Management Committee carried out the following activities:(i)

Reviewed the quarterly unaudited financial statements of the Group to recommend to the Board for approval;

(ii)

Reviewed the annual audited financial statements of the Company with the External Auditors prior to submission
to the Board for their approval. The review was, inter-alia, to ensure compliance with:t

1SPWJTJPOPGUIF$PNQBOJFT"DU 

t

-JTUJOH3FRVJSFNFOUTPG#VSTB4FDVSJUJFT

t

"QQMJDBCMFBQQSPWFEBDDPVOUJOHTUBOEBSETJO.BMBZTJBBOE

t

0UIFSMFHBMBOESFHVMBUPSZSFRVJSFNFOUT

In the review of the annual audited financial statements, the Audit and Risk Management Committee discussed
with management and the External Auditors the accounting principles and standards that were applied and
their judgment of the items that may affect the financial statements as well as issues and reservations arising
from the statutory audit;
(iii)

Reviewed with the External Auditors:t

UIFJSBVEJUQMBO BVEJUTUSBUFHZBOETDPQFPGXPSLGPSUIFZFBS

t

UIFSFTVMUTPGUIFBOOVBMBVEJU UIFJSBVEJUSFQPSUBOENBOBHFNFOUMFUUFSUPHFUIFSXJUINBOBHFNFOUT
response to the findings of the External Auditors;

(iv)

Discussed the implications of any latest changes and pronouncements on Company and the Group issued
by the statutory and regulatory bodies;

(v)

Reviewed the Circular to Shareholders in relation to Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate for Recurrent
Related Party Transactions of a Revenue or Trading Nature and Proposed Renewal of Authority for Share BuyBack of up to 10% of the issued and paid-up capital of the Company;

(vi)

Reviewed the recurrent related party transactions entered into between the Company and related parties;
and

(vii)

Reviewed the quarterly Internal Auditor’s Report.
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INTERNAL AUDIT FUNCTION
The Audit and Risk Management Committee is aware that an independent and adequately resourced internal audit
function is essential to assist in obtaining the assurance it requires regarding the maintenance of a sound system
of internal control.
The objective of the Group’s internal audit function is to provide independent assurance to the Board that the
Group’s system of internal control is adequate and functioning as intended.
The Group’s internal audit function consists of providing independent assurance on the adequacy and effectiveness
of the risk management, internal control and governance processes and reports to the Audit and Risk Management
Committee on a quarterly basis.
A structured risk assessment approach is used to examine all of the Group’s activities and its inherent risks. Audits
are prioritised according to an assessment of the potential risk exposures.
The internal audits cover the review of the adequacy of risk management, operational controls, compliance with
established procedures, guidelines and statutory requirements, quality of assets, management efficiency and level
of customer services, amongst others. These audits ensure that the instituted controls are appropriate, effectively
applied and achieve acceptable risk exposures.
Internal audit function endeavors to monitor the risk governance framework and the risk management processes
of the Group to ensure their adequacy and effectiveness. The total costs incurred for the internal audit function of
the Group for the financial year 2014 amounted to RM67,410.
In conclusion, the Audit and Risk Management Committee is sufficiently supported by the internal audit function
in the discharge of its duties and responsibilities. Further details on the internal audit function of the Group can be
found in the Statement on Risk Management and Internal Control on pages 27 to 28.
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

On behalf of the Board of
Directors of Sino Hua-An
International Berhad, I am
pleased to present the
Annual Report together
with the Audited Financial
Statements of the Company
and the Group for the
financial year ended 31
December 2014.

To put it succinctly, it has been quite a bumpy ride for the Group for the financial year 2014. The landscape in which
the Group was navigating was speckled with numerous challenges and tribulations.
As a start, the China economy had not been faring as well as we had hoped. From most economic indicators coming
out of China and analysts’ reports/publications, they all point to a clear slowing-down of activity within the domestic
economy, reflecting poor exports and sluggish business performance, and increasing signs that credit-driven growth
had run its course. Such a subdued economic situation in China stems primarily from the continuing efforts by the
China government to reform its economic structure into one that is more sustainable in the long-term. In trying
to achieve that, the new leadership has flagged its commitment to shift gear towards a more sustainable growth
path moving forward, emphasising quality growth not reliant on extravagant investment funded by low cost debt
but supported rather by rising consumption based on improved wages driven by productivity gains. In addition to
what was happening domestically within China itself, the assault of a continuously depressed global environment
throughout 2014 further stunted the growth path of the China economy.
Notwithstanding the above adversities, it is worthwhile to note that the China Government still possesses a massive
reserve readily available to stimulate the required growth in its economy as and when necessary. To put things in
perspective, China has in its treasury around USD4 trillion in foreign exchange reserves and this is more than the
combined reserves of the four runners-up, namely Japan, the eurozone, Saudi Arabia and Switzerland. China is
however steadfastly maintaining a very cautious stance when it comes to opening up the liquidity tap as it does
not want indiscriminate fiscal spending in the economy that will result in the structural reform it so painstakingly is
trying to implement in recent times to go awry.
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As a result of the China Government attempting to strike a balance between supporting growth and pushing
forward reforms, what we have seen was a “stop-and-go” pattern in its economic momentum throughout the
year 2014. The rebalancing from the structural transformation of the economy has admittedly not been smooth,
causing a somewhat volatile quarterly economic growth. From 7.7% in the fourth quarter 2013, the China economy
slowed down considerably to 7.4% in the first quarter 2014, such slow down reflecting a combination of dissipating
effects of earlier growth-support measures, subdued external environment and tighter credit especially for real
estate activities. In realising the abrupt and worrisome deceleration of the economy in the first quarter 2014, the
Government had swiftly introduced a series of mini stimulus measures to prop up the economy which amongst others
included further expansion of rail network and highway connections to facilitate urbanisation, increased spending
on public housing construction projects, tax cuts as well as reducing the amount of cash that some banks have to
hold as reserves. With the knock-on effects emanating from these fiscal policies, the economy in the second quarter
recovered to 7.5%. However, in the third quarter the economy slumped again to 7.3%, caused primarily by lower
property investment, dwindling credit growth and weakening industrial production. These predicaments continued
into the fourth quarter and coupled with a severe correction in the property market which dampened investments
further, weaker demand on manufacturing, deflationary effects and lackluster exports and weak external demands
all of which continued to take a toll on the economy, the fourth quarter turned in a similar dismal growth of 7.3%.
Similar trend of false-starts manifested in the global front as well. Within a period of half-a-year, the IMF revised
its forecast from one that would elicit cheers to one that evoked feelings of melancholy. The IMF’s April 2014 had
indicated i(MPCBMBDUJWJUZIBTCSPBEMZTUSFOHUIFOFEBOEJTFYQFDUFEUPJNQSPWFGVSUIFSJOw. Growth was
expected to be strongest in the US, positive in Eurozone and growing in Japan. In the emerging markets, growth
was projected to pick up. However, by the October 2014 update, IMF’s forecast had to be downgraded: i8PSME
HSPXUIJTNFEJPDSFBOEBCJUXPSTFUIBOGPSFDBTUy'BDJOHBDMPVEZGVUVSFyUIFHMPCBMFDPOPNZIBTCFDPNFNPSF
differentiated”. By December, economic prospects were flagging across Europe, Japan and the big emerging
markets, including China, India and Brazil – a turn of event that presents fresh challenges to the robust US economy
just as the world needed a dependable growth engine.
Amid this forlorn backdrop, the growth rate of the China economy for the entire year 2014 fell short of the
Government’s initial target of 7.5% and settled only at a disappointing 7.4%. While high compared with other
nations, it is the country’s lowest in 15 years.
Much has been said about the China economy and that of the world and rightly so as the health of the global
economy is the bellwether for the performance of the steel and metallurgical coke industries. As mentioned in
my previous statements, the steel industry and by extension its supporting/peripheral industries including that of
the metallurgical coke like ours, track very closely to and move in tandem with the general health of the economy.
Thus, it is of no surprise that our Group’s business trend in financial year 2014 was taken on a roller-coaster ride,
yielding financial results mirroring the trend of the prevailing health of the economy at those material points in time.
Financial Performance and Operational Review
Although the Group had to contend with the abovementioned challenges besetting the industry, we still managed
to manoeuver ourselves out of the red and continue to register an overall modest profit for the year of approximately
RM2.0 million.
For the financial year 2014, the Group registered a consolidated revenue of RM1.101 billion. This however represents
a decrease of 15.1% from RM1.297 billion recorded in the preceding financial year. The decline in revenue was
primarily attributed to a 23.6% decline in the average price of metallurgical coke from RMB1,439/tonne recorded
in the financial year 2013 to RMB1,099/tonne this financial year. Concurrently, the fall in the overall prices of the
by-products experienced in this financial year further depressed the Group’s revenue. The average prices of tar
oil, crude benzene, ammonium sulphate and coal gas seen by the Group this financial year had eased off by
approximately 6.7%, 10.3%, 28.6% and 7.2% respectively, compared to the prices in the preceding financial year.
The modest increase of 2.2% enjoyed by the Group in the sales volume of its metallurgical coke during the current
financial year 2014 compared to that last year was unfortunately not sizeable enough to stem the recession in the
consolidated revenue registered by the Group.
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In tandem with the decrease in the average price of metallurgical coke mentioned above, the average prices of
coking coal, being the primary raw material for the production of metallurgical coke, had also declined during the
financial year ended 31 December 2014. With a decrease of about 22.8% in the average price of coking coal, the
cost of sales recorded by the Group declined accordingly to RM1.083 billion in this financial year under review,
representing a drop of 14.4% from RM1.266 billion recorded in the preceding financial year.
Based on the foregoing, the Group turned in a modest gross profit of RM18.4 million for this financial year ended
31 December 2014. With the inclusion of the Group’s other income, operating expenses and finance costs, the
Group recorded a profit for the year amounting to RM2.0 million. This translates to earnings per share of 0.18 sen.
As for the Group’s financial position, it continues to show a relatively robust net assets position for the financial
year ended 31 December 2014. Total assets of the Group stood at RM788.2 million while its total liabilities at only
RM55.8 million. The Group’s shareholders’ fund saw a hike of 5.2% from RM696.5 million to RM732.4 million in
the financial year ended 31 December 2014 and this resulted from the profit generated during the year as well as
primarily a gain derived from foreign currency translation by virtue of the Yuan overall strengthening against the
Ringgit during the year.
Despite a challenging business environment besetting the Group in the financial year 31 December 2014, the Group
continues to be in a healthy net cash position with no external borrowings. The net assets per share of the Group
stood at RM0.65 per share as at 31 December 2014.
Industry Overview and Future Outlook
It is widely envisaged that strong headwinds are still omnipresent on the horizon for the year ahead. While China
is being assailed on multiple fronts with its domestic socio-economic predicaments such as the housing market
adjustment, decelerating credit growth and advancement of difficult structural reforms in areas such as local
government debt management and interest rate liberalization, the global markets continued to be roiled by languid
demand and the freefall in crude oil price and commodity. Concerns are mounting whether tremors from plunging
oil prices will turn into something more systemic. Western Europe and Russia is back in an economic rut, Japan’s
recovery is faltering again, South America is a mess and China looks as if it is headed for its slowest growth since 1990.
China’s economic growth is widely expected to slow to 7% in 2015. The new leadership has proposed the concept
of an economic “new normal”, which is understood to encompass slower but more balanced growth and increased
reforms. With this, it is believed that the top leadership is willing to accept slower but more sustainable growth
while at the same time cognizance is taken to ensuring economic growth is achieved within a reasonable range.
Notwithstanding the above, it is however not all doom and gloom on the horizon ahead. There are still some bright
spots shining through these dark clouds. The US appears to have recovered from its doldrums and is emerging as
the most likely candidate to take over the driving seat from China to spearhead global economic recovery and world
growth moving forward. Overall, the US economy is better insulated from the global downturn because, among
the world’s major economies, it is less reliant on overseas export demand.
Within China itself, the Government still acknowledges the importance of maintaining a certain level of economic
growth amid its fervor to reform and rebalance the economic structure, one of the causes for the country’s declining
economic growth. It is believed that China can still hold itself in good stead with the massive amount of liquidity
at its disposal to execute the necessary fiscal stimulus and/or monetary policies to spur its economy when needed.
Already several policy reorientations have been made by the China government recently to stem further slackening
of its economy. The People’s Bank of China (“PBOC”), China’s central bank, had carried out a surprise interest rate
cut in late November and reduced benchmark borrowing cost for the first time in more than two years. Additionally,
the PBOC has also instructed its banks to issue more loans in the final months of 2014 and has relaxed limits on
their loan-to-deposit ratios to help hit a record new lending target as the government steps up efforts to lift flagging
economic growth. The PBOC is also recently allowing banks to lend more than 75% of their deposits, injecting
flexibility in a rule that was previously meant to control lending activity.
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There will likely be similar steps taken in the near future as well as reducing the amount of cash that banks must
keep on their books – the Reserve Requirement Ratio (“RRR”) – to free up money for lending. A cut in the said RRR
could put an estimated 2.37 trillion yuan of new base money into the system. These recent policy adjustments can
be seen as testimony that the central government has altered its tight stance by adopting greater credit loosening
and that future government policies will not be as austere as they were. This would definitely provide an impetus
to the domestic economy in the coming future and thus a boon to the steel industry and that of metallurgical coke.
On the fiscal side, China is accelerating 300 infrastructure projects valued at 7 trillion yuan in 2015 as the government
seeks to shore up growth that is in danger of slipping below 7% (a psychological bottom line that policymakers
deemed must be maintained to ensure employment). This is part of the 400-venture, 10 trillion yuan grand plan to
run from late 2014 through 2016.
Premised on the above, we are still convinced that the China economy will not experience a “hard landing” and will
be guided assiduously and skillfully by the incumbent leadership to sail through the barriers in the difficult times
as well as those anticipated ahead.
A Note of Appreciation
Based on the foregoing and barring any unforeseen turn of events, the Board is looking forward to a more sustained
and robust business environment in the metallurgical coke industry for the ensuing financial years. With the support
from my fellow Board members and management team, we are optimistic that the Group will be able to continuously
create value for our shareholders.
Towards this end, on behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to record my gratitude to our loyal customers,
suppliers, business partners and shareholders for their continuous support and confidence in the Group.
A special note of appreciation goes to the management team and employees of the Group for their relentless
commitment, dedication, hard work and unwavering loyalty in ensuring the Group’s continued success.

Y.A.M. TUNKU NAQUIYUDDIN IBNI TUANKU JA’AFAR
(DK, DKYR, SPNS, SPMP, PPT)
Executive Chairman
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT

The Directors have pleasure in submitting their report together with the audited financial statements of the Group
and of the Company for the financial year ended 31 December 2014.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activity of the Company is investment holding.
The principal activities of the subsidiary companies are disclosed in Note 5 to the financial statements.
There have been no significant changes in the nature of these principal activities during the financial year.

FINANCIAL RESULTS
Group
RM’000

Company
RM’000

1,998

11,679

Profit for the financial year

DIVIDENDS
No dividend has been paid or declared by the Company since the end of the previous financial year.
The Board of Directors does not recommend any dividend to be paid for the financial year under review.

RESERVES AND PROVISIONS
There were no material transfers to or from reserves or provisions during the financial year under review other than
those disclosed in the financial statements.

ISSUE OF SHARES AND DEBENTURES
There were no issuance of shares or debentures during the financial year under review.

OPTIONS GRANTED OVER UNISSUED SHARES
No options were granted to any person to take up unissued shares of the Company during the financial year under
review.

DIRECTORS
The Directors who served in office since the date of the last report and at the date of this report are as follows:
Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar
Liu Guodong
Cedric Choo Sia Teik
Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid
Lim See Tow
Fu Qiang
Liu Xueqiang
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DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS
According to the register of Directors’ shareholdings, particulars of interests of Directors who held office at the end
of the financial year in shares and options over shares in the Company and its related corporations are as follows:

At
1.1.2014

Number of ordinary shares of RM0.50 each
At
Acquired
Disposed
31.12.2014

Sino Hua-An International Berhad
Direct interest
Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin
Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar
Liu Guodong

12,073,700
178,000,057

–
–

–
–

12,073,700
178,000,057

Indirect interest
Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin
Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar (1)

304,492,259

–

–

304,492,259

(1)

Deemed interested by virtue of his interest in Rock Point Alliance Sdn. Bhd., Syarikat Pesaka Antah Sdn.
Bhd. and Syarikat Pesaka Radin Sdn. Bhd. and deemed interested by virtue of his family relationship with the
relevant persons.

By virtue of their interests in the shares of the Company, Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar and Liu
Guodong are deemed to have interests in the shares of all its subsidiary companies to the extent the Company
has an interest.
Other than as disclosed above, the other Directors in office at the end of the financial year did not hold any interest
in shares and options over shares in the Company and its related corporations during the financial year.

DIRECTORS’ BENEFITS
Since the end of the previous financial year, no Director of the Group and of the Company has received or become
entitled to receive any benefit (other than a benefit included in the aggregate amount of emoluments received or
due and receivable by Directors as shown in the financial statements) by reason of a contract made by the Company
or a related corporation with the Director or with a firm of which the Director is a member, or with a company in
which the Director has a substantial financial interest.
There were no arrangements during and at the end of the financial year which had the object of enabling the
Directors of the Company to acquire benefits by means of the acquisition of shares in or debentures of the Company
or any other body corporate.

OTHER STATUTORY INFORMATION
(a)

Before the statements of profit or loss and other comprehensive income and statements of financial position
of the Group and of the Company were made out, the Directors took reasonable steps:
(i)

to ascertain that proper action had been taken in relation to the writing off of bad debts and the making
of allowance for doubtful debts and satisfied themselves that all known bad debts had been written off
and that adequate allowance had been made for doubtful debts; and

(ii)

to ensure that any current assets which were unlikely to realise their value as shown in the accounting
records in the ordinary course of business had been written down to an amount which they might be
expected so to realise.
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OTHER STATUTORY INFORMATION (continued)
(b)

At the date of this report, the Directors are not aware of any circumstances:
(i)

that would render the amount written off for bad debts or the amount of the allowance for doubtful
debts in the financial statements of the Group and of the Company inadequate to any substantial extent;
or

(ii)

that would render the values attributed to the current assets in the financial statements of the Group
and of the Company misleading; or

(iii)

which have arisen which render adherence to the existing method of valuation of assets or liabilities of
the Group and of the Company misleading or inappropriate; or

(iv)

not otherwise dealt with in this report or the financial statements, that would render any amount stated
in the financial statements of the Group and of the Company misleading.

(c)

No contingent or other liabilities have become enforceable, or are likely to become enforceable within the
period of twelve months after the end of the financial year which, in the opinion of the Directors, will or may
substantially affect the ability of the Company or its subsidiary companies to meet their obligations as and
when they fall due.

(d)

At the date of this report, there does not exist:

(e)

(i)

any charge on the assets of the Group and of the Company which has arisen since the end of the
financial year which secures the liabilities of any other person; and

(ii)

any contingent liability in respect of the Group and of the Company which has arisen since the end of
the financial year.

In the opinion of the Directors:
(i)

the results of the operations of the Group and of the Company for the financial year were not substantially
affected by any item, transaction or event of a material and unusual nature; and

(ii)

there has not arisen in the interval between the end of the financial year and the date of this report
any item, transaction or event of a material and unusual nature likely to affect substantially the results
of the operations of the Group and of the Company for the financial year in which this report is made.
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SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
Details of the subsequent events are disclosed in Note 30 to the financial statements.

AUDITORS
The auditors, Messrs. Morison Anuarul Azizan Chew, have expressed their willingness to accept re-appointment.

Signed on behalf of the Board of Directors in accordance with a resolution of the Directors.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Y.A.M. TUNKU NAQUIYUDDIN
IBNI TUANKU JA’AFAR

Kuala Lumpur
26 March 2015

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
LIU GUODONG
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STATEMENT BY DIRECTORS
pursuant to section 169(15) of the companies act, 1965

We, Y.A.M. TUNKU NAQUIYUDDIN IBNI TUANKU JA’AFAR and LIU GUODONG, being two of the Directors
of SINO HUA-AN INTERNATIONAL BERHAD, do hereby state that, in the opinion of the Directors, the financial
statements set out on pages 51 to 93 are drawn up in accordance with Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards,
International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act, 1965 in Malaysia so as to
give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Group and of the Company as at 31 December 2014 and
of their financial performance and the cash flows for the financial year then ended.
The information set out in page 94 to the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Guidance on
Special Matter No. 1, Determination of Realised and Unrealised Profits or Losses in the Context of Disclosure Pursuant
to Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad Listing Requirements, as issued by the Malaysian Institute of Accountants.

Signed on behalf of the Board of Directors in accordance with a resolution of the Directors.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Y.A.M. TUNKU NAQUIYUDDIN
IBNI TUANKU JA’AFAR

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
LIU GUODONG

KUALA LUMPUR
26 March 2015

STATUTORY DECLARATION
Pursuant to Section 169(16) of the Companies Act, 1965

I, FOONG CHONG THONG, being the officer primarily responsible for the financial management of SINO HUAAN INTERNATIONAL BERHAD, do solemnly and sincerely declare that the financial statements set out on pages
51 to 93 are to the best of my knowledge and belief, correct and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously
believing the same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of the Statutory Declarations Act, 1960.

Subscribed and solemnly declared by the
abovenamed FOONG CHONG THONG at
KUALA LUMPUR in the Federal Territory this
26 March 2015

)
)
)
)

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
FOONG CHONG THONG

Before me,

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
to the members of sino hua-an international berhad

REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Sino Hua-An International Berhad, which comprise the
statements of financial position as at 31 December 2014 of the Group and of the Company, and the statements of
profit or loss and other comprehensive income, statements of changes in equity and statements of cash flows of
the Group and of the Company for the financial year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies
and other explanatory information, as set out on pages 51 to 93.
Directors’ Responsibility for the Financial Statements
The Directors of the Company are responsible for the preparation of financial statements so as to give a true and fair
view in accordance with Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards, International Financial Reporting Standards and
the requirements of the Companies Act, 1965 in Malaysia. The Directors are responsible for such internal controls as
the Directors determine are necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our
audit in accordance with approved standards on auditing in Malaysia. These standards require that we comply with
ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on our judgment, including the assessment of the risks of
material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments,
we consider internal controls relevant to the Company’s preparation of the financial statements that give a true and
fair view in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal controls. An audit also involves evaluating
the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the
Directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Group and of the
Company as of 31 December 2014 and of their financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards, International Financial Reporting Standards and the
requirements of the Companies Act, 1965 in Malaysia.
Emphasis of Matter
Without qualifying our opinion, we draw attention to Note 30(b) to the financial statements, which describes the issues
pertaining to the temporary suspension of a significant subsidiary’s operations. The resumption of the operations
is currently pending the fulfilment of the newly revised environmental protection standards and inspection by the
Ministry of Environmental Protection of the People’s Republic of China (“MoEP”).
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REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
In accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act, 1965 in Malaysia, we also report on the following:
(a)

In our opinion, the accounting and other records and the registers required by the Companies Act, 1965 in
Malaysia to be kept by the Company and by its subsidiary of which we acted as auditors have been properly
kept in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act, 1965 in Malaysia.

(b)

We have considered the financial statements and the auditors’ reports of all the subsidiaries which we have
not acted as auditors, which are indicated in Note 5 to the financial statements.

(c)

We are satisfied that the financial statements of the subsidiaries that have been consolidated with the Company’s
financial statements are in form and content appropriate and proper for the purposes of the preparation of
the financial statements of the Group and we have received satisfactory information and explanations as
required by us for those purposes.

(d)

The audit reports on the financial statements of the subsidiaries did not contain any qualification or any
adverse comment made under Section 174(3) of the Companies Act, 1965 in Malaysia.

OTHER REPORTING RESPONSIBILITIES
The supplementary information set out in page 94 is disclosed to meet the requirements of Bursa Malaysia
Securities Berhad and is not part of the financial statements. The Directors are responsible for the preparation of
the supplementary information in accordance with the Guidance on Special Matter No. 1, Determination of Realised
and Unrealised Profits or Losses in the Context of Disclosure Pursuant to Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad Listing
Requirements, as issued by the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (“MIA Guidance”) and the directive of Bursa
Malaysia Securities Berhad. In our opinion, the supplementary information is prepared, in all material respects, in
accordance with the MIA Guidance and the directive of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad.

OTHER MATTERS
This report is solely made to the members of the Company, as a body, in accordance with Section 174 of the
Companies Act, 1965 in Malaysia and for no other purpose. We do not assume any responsibility to any other
person for the content of this report.

MORISON ANUARUL AZIZAN CHEW
Firm Number: AF 001977
Chartered Accountants

KUALA LUMPUR
26 March 2015

TAN POH LING
No.: 2564/03/17 (J)
Chartered Accountant
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STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 31 december 2014

Note

2014
RM’000

Group
2013
RM’000

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

3
4
5
6

355,593
31,013
–
107,985

364,937
30,274
–
107,818

93
–
904,908
–

8
–
904,908
–

494,591

503,029

905,001

904,916

10

72,530
36,427
13,380
17,638
127,316

104,917
62,155
16,850
15,137
34,951

–
–
71
–
–

–
–
64
–
–

11
12

–
26,313

–
32,198

243,463
1,001

229,113
881

293,604

266,208

244,535

230,058

13
14

35,288
20,483
7

53,749
18,699
2

–
133
–

–
100
–

11
15

–
–

–
283

12,549
–

9,699
–

55,778

72,733

12,682

9,799

237,826

193,475

231,853

220,259

732,417

696,504

1,136,854

1,125,175

561,154
(54,025)
225,288

561,154
(87,940)
223,290

561,154
553,891
21,809

561,154
553,891
10,130

732,417

696,504

1,136,854

1,125,175

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Prepaid lease payments
Investment in subsidiary companies
Goodwill on consolidation

Current Assets
Inventories
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Tax recoverable
Amount owing by related parties
Amount owing by a subsidiary
company
Cash and cash equivalents

7
8
9

Current Liabilities
Trade payables
Other payables
Amount owing to a director
Amount owing to a subsidiary
company
Borrowings

Net current assets

Financed By:
Share capital
Reserves
Retained profits
Total equity

16
17

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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STATEMENTS OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the financial year ended 31 december 2014

Group

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

Note

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

18

1,101,252

1,297,338

–

–

(1,082,870)

(1,266,402)

–

–

18,382

30,936

–

–

595

596

13,676

15,792

(16,951)

(16,155)

(1,997)

(1,990)

Revenue
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Other income
Administration and operating
expenses
Finance cost

19

(28)

(33)

–

–

Profit before taxation

20

1,998

15,344

11,679

13,802

Taxation

21

–

–

–

–-

1,998

15,344

11,679

13,802

Other comprehensive income:
Items that may be reclassified
subsequently to profit or loss
Exchange differences arising from
translation of foreign operations

33,915

60,273

–

–

Total comprehensive income
for the financial year

35,913

75,617

11,679

13,802

Net profit for the financial year
attributable to:
Owners of the Company

1,998

15,344

11,679

13,802

35,913

75,617

11,679

13,802

0.178

1.367

Profit for the financial year

Total comprehensive income
for the financial year
attributable to:
Owners of the Company
Earnings per share attributable to
Owners of the Company (sen):
Basic and diluted

22

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
for the financial year ended 31 december 2014

Attributable to Owners of the Company
<-------------------- Non-Distributable --------------------> Distributable
Foreign Statutory
Reverse
Currency Common
Share Acquisition Translation
Reserve Retained
Total
Premium
Reserve
Reserve
Fund
Profits
Equity
RM’000
RM’000
RM’000
RM’000
RM’000 RM’000

Group

Share
Capital
RM’000

At 1 January 2013

561,154

553,891

(799,823)

48,361

49,358

207,946

620,887

Profit for the financial year
Other comprehensive income:
- Exchange differences arising from
translation of foreign operations

–

–

–

–

–

15,344

15,344

–

–

–

60,273

–

–

60,273

Total comprehensive income for the
financial year

–

–

–

60,273

–

15,344

75,617

At 31 December 2013

561,154

553,891

(799,823)

108,634

49,358

223,290

696,504

At 1 January 2014

561,154

553,891

(799,823)

108,634

49,358

223,290

696,504

–

–

–

–

–

1,998

1,998

–

–

–

33,915

–

–

33,915

–

–

–

33,915

–

1,998

35,913

561,154

553,891

(799,823)

142,549

49,358

225,288

732,417

Profit for the financial year
Other comprehensive income:
- Exchange differences arising from
translation of foreign operations
Total comprehensive income for the
financial year
At 31 December 2014
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statements of changes in equity (cont’d)

Non-Distributable

Share
Capital
RM’000

Share
Premium
RM’000

Distributable
Retained
profits/
(Accumulated
losses)
RM’000

561,154

553,891

(3,672)

1,111,373

–

–

13,802

13,802

At 31 December 2013

561,154

553,891

10,130

1,125,175

At 1 January 2014

561,154

553,891

10,130

1,125,175

–

–

11,679

11,679

561,154

553,891

21,809

1,136,854

Total
RM’000

Company
At 1 January 2013
Profit for the financial year

Profit for the financial year
At 31 December 2014

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
for the financial year ended 31 december 2014

Group

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

1,998

15,344

11,679

13,802

40,729

40,940

7

23

929

888

–

–

1,347
–
(195)
28

482
–
(167)
33

–
(13,656)
(20)
–

–
(15,780)
(13)
–

44,836

57,520

(1,990)

(1,968)

32,387
25,728
3,470
(92,365)

(33,147)
(27,637)
25,799
(27,174)

–
–
(7)
–

–
–
–
–

–
5
(18,461)
1,784

–
2
1,737
5,739

2,156
–
–
33

2,265
–
–
–

(2,616)

2,839

192

297

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and
equipment
Interest received

(13,814)
195

(4,453)
167

(92)
20

–
13

Net cash (used in)/ generated
from investing activities

(13,619)

(4,286)

(72)

13

Note
Cash flows from operating activities
Profit before taxation
Adjustments for:
Depreciation of property, plant
and equipment
Amortisation of prepaid lease
payments
Property, plant and equipment
written off
Unrealised exchange gain
Finance income
Finance expense
Operating profit/(loss) before working
capital changes
(Increase)/Decrease in working capital:
Inventories
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Amount owing by/to related parties
Amount owing by/to a subsidiary
company
Amount due to a director
Trade payables
Other payables
Net cash (used in)/generated from
operating activities

3
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statements of cash flows (cont’d)

Group

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

Cash flows from financing activity
Repayment of finance lease
liabilities

(311)

(308)

–

–

Net cash used in financing activity

(311)

(308)

–

–

(16,546)

(1,755)

120

310

10,661

17,485

–

–

32,198

16,468

881

571

Cash and cash equivalents at the
end of the financial year

26,313

32,198

1,001

881

Cash and cash equivalents at the
end of the financial year comprises:
- Deposits placed with licensed banks
- Cash and bank balances

994
25,319

869
31,329

994
7

869
12

26,313

32,198

1,001

881

Note

Net (decrease)/ increase in cash and
cash equivalents
Effects of foreign exchange rate
changes
Cash and cash equivalents at the
beginning of the financial year

The accompanying notes form an integral part of the financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.

CORPORATE INFORMATION
The principal activity of the Company is investment holding.
The principal activities of the subsidiary companies are disclosed in Note 5 to the financial statements.
The Company is a public limited liability company, incorporated under the Companies Act, 1965 and domiciled
in Malaysia and is listed on the Main Market of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad.
The registered office of the Company is located at Level 7, Menara Milenium, Jalan Damanlela, Pusat Bandar
Damansara, Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala Lumpur.
The principal place of business of the Company is located at Unit 18-3A, Oval Damansara, 685 Jalan Damansara,
60000 Kuala Lumpur.
The financial statements of the Group and of the Company for the financial year ended 31 December 2014
were authorised for issue in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors dated 26 March 2015.

2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
(a)

Basis of Preparation
The financial statements of the Group and of the Company have been prepared in accordance with the
provisions of the Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards (“MFRS”), International Financial Reporting
Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act, 1965 in Malaysia.
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention except as disclosed
in the summary of significant accounting policies.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with MFRS requires the use of certain critical
accounting estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amount of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported
amount of revenues and expenses during the reported period. It also requires Directors to exercise their
judgment in the process of applying the Group and Company’s accounting policies. Although these
estimates and judgment are based on the Directors’ best knowledge of current events and actions,
actual results may differ. The areas involving a higher degree of judgment or complexity, or areas where
assumptions and estimates are significant are disclosed in Note 2(c) to the financial statements.
Amendments to accounting standards and interpretations that are effective for the Group and the
Company’s financial year beginning on or after 1 January 2014 are as follows:
t
t
t
t

"NFOENFOUTUP.'34 .'34BOE.'34 i*OWFTUNFOU&OUJUJFTw
"NFOENFOUTUP.'34 i'JOBODJBM*OTUSVNFOUT1SFTFOUBUJPOw
"NFOENFOUTUP.'34 i/PWBUJPOPG%FSJWBUJWFTBOE$POUJOVBUJPOPG)FEHF"DDPVOUJOHw
*$*OUFSQSFUBUJPO i-FWJFTw

The above amendments to accounting standards and interpretations effective during the financial year
do not have any significant impact to the financial results and position of the Group and the Company.
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notes to the financial statements (cont’d)

2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(a)

Basis of Preparation (continued)
Accounting standards and amendments to accounting standards that are applicable for the Group and
the Company in the following periods but are not yet effective:
Annual periods beginning on/after 1 July 2014
Amendment to MFRS 1 First-time Adoption of Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards
The Amendment relates to the Basis for Conclusions which is not an integral part of the Standard. The
Basis for Conclusions clarifies that a first-time adopter is permitted but not required to apply a new or
revised Standard that is not yet mandatory but is available for early application.
Amendment to MFRS 2 Share-based Payment
The Amendment clarifies the definition of ‘vesting conditions’ by separately defining ‘performance
condition’ and ‘service condition’ to ensure consistent classification of conditions attached to a sharebased payment.
Amendment to MFRS 3 Business Combination
The Amendment clarifies that when contingent consideration meets the definition of financial instrument,
its classification as a liability or equity is determined by reference to MFRS 132 Financial Instruments:
Presentation. It also clarifies that contingent consideration that is classified as an asset or a liability
shall be subsequently measured at fair value at each reporting date and changes in fair value shall be
recognised in profit or loss.
In addition, Amendment to MFRS 3 clarifies that MFRS 3 excludes from its scope the accounting for
the formation of all types of joint arrangements (as defined in MFRS 11 Joint Arrangements) in the
financial statements of the joint arrangement itself, but not to the parties to the joint arrangement for
their interests in the joint arrangement.
Amendment to MFRS 8 Operating Segments
The Amendment requires the disclosure of judgements made in applying the aggregation criteria
to operating segments. This includes a brief description of the operating segments that have been
aggregated and the economic indicators that have been assessed in determining that the aggregated
operating segments share similar economic characteristics. It also clarifies that reconciliation of the total
reportable segments’ assets to the entity’s assets is required if that amount is regularly provided to the
chief operating decision maker.
Amendment to MFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement
The Amendment relates to the Basis for Conclusions which is not an integral part of the Standard. The
Basis for Conclusions clarifies that when MFRS 13 was issued, it did not remove the practical ability to
measure short-term receivables and payables with no stated interest rate at invoice amounts without
discounting, if the effect of discounting is immaterial.
The Amendment also clarifies that the scope of the portfolio exception of MFRS 13 includes all contracts
accounted for within the scope of MFRS 139 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement or
MFRS 9 Financial Instruments, regardless of whether they meet the definition of financial assets or
financial liabilities as defined in MFRS 132 Financial Instruments: Presentation.
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notes to the financial statements (cont’d)

2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(a)

Basis of Preparation (continued)
Annual periods beginning on/after 1 July 2014 (continued)
Amendment to MFRS 116 Property, Plant and Equipment and MFRS 138 Intangible Assets
The Amendment clarifies the accounting for the accumulated depreciation/amortisation when an asset
is revalued. It clarifies that:
t
t

UIFHSPTTDBSSZJOHBNPVOUJTBEKVTUFEJOBNBOOFSUIBUJTDPOTJTUFOUXJUIUIFSFWBMVBUJPOPGUIF
carrying amount of the asset; and
UIF BDDVNVMBUFE EFQSFDJBUJPOBNPSUJTBUJPO JT DBMDVMBUFE BT UIF EJGGFSFODF CFUXFFO UIF HSPTT
carrying amount and the carrying amount of the asset after taking into account accumulated
impairment losses.

Amendments to MFRS 119 Employee Benefits
These Amendments provide a practical expedient in accounting for contributions from employees or
third parties to defined benefit plans. If the amount of the contributions is independent of the number
of years of service, an entity is permitted to recognise such contributions as a reduction in the service
cost in the period in which the related service is rendered, instead of attributing the contributions to the
periods of service. However, if the amount of the contributions is dependent on the number of years
of service, an entity is required to attribute those contributions to periods of service using the same
attribution method required by MFRS 119 for the gross benefit.
Amendment to MFRS 124 Related Party Disclosures
The Amendment extends the definition of ‘related party’ to include an entity, or any member of a group
of which it is a part, that provides key management personnel services to the reporting entity or to the
parent of the reporting entity.
Amendment to MFRS 140 Investment Property
The Amendment clarifies that the determination of whether an acquisition of investment property meets
the definition of both a business combination as defined in MFRS 3 and investment property as defined
in MFRS 140 requires the separate application of both Standards independently of each other.
Annual periods beginning on/after 1 January 2016
Amendments to MFRS 5 Non Current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations
The Amendments introduce specific guidance in MFRS 5 for when an entity reclassifies an asset (or
disposal group) from held-for-sale to held-for-distribution to owners (or vice versa), or when held-fordistribution is discontinued.
Amendments to MFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures
The Amendments provide additional guidance to clarify whether servicing contracts constitute continuing
involvement for the purposes of applying the disclosure requirements of MFRS 7. The Amendments also
clarify the applicability of Amendments to MFRS 7, Disclosure–Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial
Liabilities to condensed interim financial statements.
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notes to the financial statements (cont’d)

2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(a)

Basis of Preparation (continued)
Annual periods beginning on/after 1 January 2016 (continued)
Amendments to MFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements and MFRS 128 Investments in Associates
and Joint Ventures
The Amendments address an acknowledged inconsistency between the requirements in MFRS 10 and
those in MFRS 128, in dealing with the sale or contribution of assets between an investor and its associate
or joint venture. The main consequence of the Amendments is that a full gain or loss is recognised when
a transaction involves a business (whether it is housed in a subsidiary or not), as defined in MFRS 3. A
partial gain or loss is recognised when a transaction involves assets that do not constitute a business,
even if these assets are housed in a subsidiary.
Amendments to MFRS 11 Joint Arrangements
These Amendments clarify that when an entity acquires an interest in a joint operation in which the
activity of the joint operation constitutes a business, as defined in MFRS 3, it shall apply the relevant
principles on business combinations accounting in MFRS 3, and other MFRSs, that do not conflict with
MFRS 11. Some of the impact arising may be the recognition of goodwill, recognition of deferred tax
assets/liabilities and recognition of acquisition-related costs as expenses.
Amendments to MFRS 101 Presentation of Financial Statements
The Amendments aim to improve the effectiveness of disclosures and are designed to encourage
companies to apply professional judgement in determining the information (including where and in
what order) to be disclosed in the financial statements.
Amendments to MFRS 116 Property, Plant and Equipment
These Amendments to MFRS 116 prohibit revenue-based depreciation because revenue does not,
as a matter of principle, reflect the way in which an item of property, plant and equipment is used or
consumed.
Amendments to MFRS 119 Employee Benefits
The Amendment clarifies that the high quality corporate bonds used to estimate the discount rate
for post-employment benefit obligations should be denominated in the same currency as the liability.
The Amendment also clarifies that the depth of the market for high quality corporate bonds should be
assessed at a currency level.
Amendments to MFRS 127 Separate Financial Statements
The Amendments allow a parent and investors to use the equity method in its separate financial
statement to account for investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates, in addition to the
existing options.
Amendments to MFRS 134 Interim Financial Reporting
The Amendment clarifies the meaning of disclosure of information ‘elsewhere in the interim financial
report’ as used in MFRS 134. The Amendment requires such disclosures to be given either in the interim
financial statements or incorporated by cross-reference from the interim financial statements to some
other statement that is available to users of the financial statements on the same terms as the interim
financial statements and at the same time.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(a)

Basis of Preparation (continued)
Annual periods beginning on/after 1 January 2016 (continued)
Amendments to MFRS 138 Intangible Assets
These Amendments to MFRS 138 introduce a rebuttable presumption that an amortisation method
that is based on the revenue generated by an activity that includes the use of an intangible asset is
inappropriate. This presumption can be overcome only in the limited circumstances:
t
t

JOXIJDIUIFJOUBOHJCMFBTTFUJTFYQSFTTFEBTBNFBTVSFPGSFWFOVF JFJOUIFDJSDVNTUBODFJO
which the predominant limiting factor that is inherent in an intangible asset is the achievement
of a revenue threshold; or
XIFOJUDBOCFEFNPOTUSBUFEUIBUSFWFOVFBOEUIFDPOTVNQUJPOPGUIFFDPOPNJDCFOFmUTPGUIF
intangible asset are highly correlated.

Annual periods beginning on/after 1 January 2017
MFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers
The Standard provides clarity on revenue recognition especially on areas where existing requirements
unintentionally created diversity in practice. Under MFRS 15, an entity recognises revenue to depict
the transfer of promised goods or services to customers in an amount that reflects the consideration
to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services.
Extensive disclosures are required to provide greater insight into both revenue that has been recognised,
and revenue that is expected to be recognised in the future from existing contracts.
Annual periods beginning on/after 1 January 2018
MFRS 9 Financial Instruments
This Standard addresses the classification, measurement and recognition of financial assets and financial
liabilities.
Classification determines how financial assets and financial liabilities are accounted for in financial
statements and, in particular, how they are measured on an ongoing basis. The Standard introduces
an approach for classification of financial assets which is driven by cash flow characteristics and the
business model in which an asset is held. The new model also results in a single impairment model
being applied to all financial instruments, thereby removing a source of complexity associated with
previous accounting requirements. If a financial asset is a simple debt instrument and the objective of
the entity’s business model within which it is held is to collect its contractual cash flows, the financial
asset is measured at amortised cost. In contrast, if that asset is held in a business model the objective
of which is achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets, then the
financial asset is measured at fair value in the balance sheet, and amortised cost information is provided
through profit or loss. If the business model is neither of these, then fair value information is increasingly
important, so it is provided both in the profit or loss and in the balance sheet.
The Standard introduces a new, expected-loss impairment model that will require more timely recognition
of expected credit losses. Specifically, it requires entities to account for expected credit losses from
when financial instruments are first recognised and to recognise full lifetime expected losses on a
more timely basis. The model requires an entity to recognise expected credit losses at all times and to
update the amount of expected credit losses recognised at each reporting date to reflect changes in
the credit risk of financial instruments. This model is forward-looking and it eliminates the threshold for
the recognition of expected credit losses, so that it is no longer necessary for a trigger event to have
occurred before credit losses are recognised.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(a)

Basis of Preparation (continued)
Annual periods beginning on/after 1 January 2018 (continued)
In addition, the Standard introduces a substantially-reformed model for hedge accounting, with enhanced
disclosures about risk management activity. The new model represents a significant overhaul of hedge
accounting that aligns the accounting treatment with risk management activities, enabling entities to
better reflect these activities in their financial statements. As a result of these changes, users of the
financial statements will be provided with better information about risk management and the effect of
hedge accounting on the financial statements.
The Group is in the process of assessing the impact of MFRS 9 and MFRS 15 in the year of initial
application. Aside from the above mentioned, the adoption of the accounting standards and amendments
to accounting standards are not expected to have any significant impact to the financial statements of
the Group and the Company.
Accounting standards and amendments to accounting standards that are not relevant and not yet
effective for the Group and the Company are as follows:
t
t
t

(b)

"NFOENFOUT UP .'34   .'34  BOE .'34   i*OWFTUNFOU &OUJUJFT "QQMZJOH UIF
Consolidation Exception”
.'34 i3FHVMBUPSZ%FGFSSBM"DDPVOUTw
"NFOENFOUTUP.'34BOE.'34 i"HSJDVMUVSF#FBSFS1MBOUTw

Functional and presentation currency
Items included in the financial statements the Group’s entities are measured using the currency of the
primary economic environment in which the entity operates (the “functional currency”). The financial
statements are presented in Ringgit Malaysia (“RM”), which is the Company’s functional and presentation
currency.

(c)

Significant accounting estimates and judgements
Estimates, assumptions concerning the future and judgements are made in the preparation of the
financial statements. They affect the application of the Group’s accounting policies, reported amounts
of assets, liabilities, income and expenses, and disclosures made. They are assessed on an on-going
basis and are based on historical experience and other relevant factors, including expectations of future
events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation or uncertainty at the
reporting date, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of
assets and liabilities within the next financial year are set out below:
(i)

Impairment of loans and receivables
The Group assesses at each reporting date whether there is any objective evidence that a financial
asset is impaired. Objective evidence of impairment is determined based on the evaluation of
collectability and aged analysis of accounts. A considerable amount of judgement is required
in assessing the ultimate realisation of these loans and receivables, including the current
creditworthiness and the past collection history of each loan and receivable. If the financial
conditions of loans and receivables with which the Group deals were to deteriorate, resulting in
an impairment of the ability to make payments, additional impairment may be required.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(c)

Significant accounting estimates and judgements (continued)
(ii)

Impairment of goodwill on consolidation
The Group determines whether goodwill is impaired at least on an annual basis, in accordance with
the accounting policy disclosed in Note 2(i) to the financial statements. This requires an estimation
of the value in use of the cash-generating units to which the goodwill is allocated. Estimating the
value in use requires the Group to make an estimate of the expected future cash flows from the
cash-generating unit and also to choose a suitable discount rate in order to calculate the present
value of those cash flows.

(iii)

Estimation of the volume of inventory
The Group estimates the quantity of its inventory based on the estimated volume and density
of the inventory pile. The volume of the inventory pile is measured by taking into consideration
the shape and size of the inventory pile calculated based on mathematical formulas. Density of
the inventory pile is estmated based on tests performed on each type of inventory. Significant
judgments are required in measuring the size, shape and density of the Group’s inventory piles.
Changes in these estimations could signficantly affect the quantity of inventory at the end of each
reporting period.

(iv)

Income and deferred taxes
The Group has exposure to income taxes in numerous jurisdictions. There are certain transactions
and computations for which the ultimate tax determination is uncertain during the ordinary course
of business. Significant judgement is involved especially in determining tax base allowances and
deductibility of certain expenses in determining the Group-wide provision for income taxes. The
Group recognises liabilities for expected tax issues based on estimates of whether additional
taxes will be due. Where the final tax outcome of these matters is different from the amounts
that were initially recognised, such differences will have impact on the income tax and deferred
tax provisions in the period in which such determination is made.

(v)

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
The costs of property, plant and equipment of the Group and of the Company are depreciated
on a straight-line basis over the useful lives of the assets. Management estimates the useful lives
of the property, plant and equipment as disclosed in Note 2(f) to the financial statements. These
are common life expectancies applied in the industry. Changes in the expected level of usage
and technological developments could have impact on the economic useful lives and the residual
values of these assets, therefore future depreciation charges could be revised.

(vi)

Impairment of investment in subsidiaries
The Group tests investment in subsidiaries for impairment annually in accordance with its
accounting policy. More regular reviews are performed if events indicate that this is necessary.
Significant assumptions and judgements are required in the estimation of the present value of
future cash flows generated by the subsidiaries regarding estimates of future cash flows and
discount rates. Changes in assumptions could significantly affect the results of the Group’s tests
for impairment of investment in subsidiaries.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(d)

Basis of consolidation for subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are entities, including structured entities, controlled by the Group. The group controls an
entity when the group is exposed to, or has rights to, variable returns from its involvement with the
entity and has the ability to affect those returns through its power over the entity.
The Group considers it has de-facto power over an investee when, despite not having the majority of
voting rights, it has the current ability in circumstances where the size of the Group’s voting rights relative
to the size and dispersion of holdings of other shareholders to direct the activities of the investee that
significantly affect the investee’s return.
Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to the group. They are
deconsolidated from the date that control ceases.
Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method on the acquisition date. The
consideration transferred includes the fair value of assets transferred, equity interest issued by the Group
and liabilities assumed. Identifiable assets acquired, liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed in a
business combination are measured initially at their fair values at the acquisition date.
The Group recognises any non-controlling interest in the acquiree on an acquisition-by-acquisition basis,
either at fair value or at the non-controlling interest’s proportionate share of the recognised amounts
of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets. Acquisition-related costs are recognised in the profit or loss as
incurred.
The excess of the consideration transferred, the amount of any non-controlling interest in the acquiree
and the acquisition-date fair value of any previous equity interest in the acquiree over the fair value of
the identifiable net assets acquired is recognised as goodwill. If the total of consideration transferred,
non-controlling interest recognised and previously held interest measured is less than the fair value of
the net assets of the subsidiary acquired in the case of a bargain purchase, the difference is recognised
directly in the profit or loss.
Inter-company transactions, balances and unrealised gains and losses on transactions between group
companies are eliminated. Accounting policies of subsidiaries have been adjusted where necessary to
ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the Group.
Transactions with non-controlling interests that do not result in loss of control are accounted for as
equity transactions. Any difference between fair value of any consideration paid and the relevant share
acquired of the carrying value of net assets of the subsidiary is recorded in equity. Gains or losses on
disposals to non-controlling interests are also recorded in equity.
Upon the loss of control of a subsidiary, the Group derecognises the assets and liabilities, any noncontrolling interests and other components of equity related to the disposed subsidiary. Any retained
interest in the entity is re-measured to its fair value at the date when control is lost, with the change in
carrying amount recognised in profit or loss. The fair value is the initial carrying amount for the purposes
of subsequently accounting for the retained interest as an associate, joint venture or financial asset
depending on the level of influence retained.

(e)

Investments in subsidiaries
In the Company’s separate financial statements, investments in subsidiaries are carried at cost less
accumulated impairment losses. On disposal of investments in subsidiaries, the difference between
disposal proceeds and the carrying amounts of the investments are recognised in profit or loss.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(f)

Property, plant and equipment
(i)

Recognition and measurement
Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment
losses. The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment initially recognised includes its
purchase price and any cost that is directly attributable to bringing the asset to the location and
condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management.
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset,
as appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item
will flow to the Group and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of
the replaced part is derecognised. All other repairs and maintenance are recognised as expenses
in profit or loss during the financial period in which they are incurred.
When significant parts of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives,
they are accounted for as separate items (major components) of property, plant and equipment.
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds from disposal with the
carrying amount of property, plant and equipment and are recognised in net in the profit or loss.

(ii)

Depreciation and impairment
Property, plant and equipment under construction are not depreciated until the assets are ready
for their intended use. Other property, plant and equipment are depreciated on the straight line
method to allocate the cost to their residual values over their estimated useful lives as follows:
Building
Plant and machinery
Office furniture and equipment
Motor vehicles

20 years
10 years
5 years
5 years

Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at end of each reporting
period, and adjusted as appropriate.
At the end of the reporting period, the Group assesses whether there is any indication of
impairment. If such indications exist, an analysis is performed to assess whether the carrying
amount of the asset is fully recoverable. A write down is made if the carrying amount exceeds the
recoverable amount in accordance with accounting policy Note 2(j) to the financial statements.
(g)

Leases
Leases of property, plant and equipment where the Group has substantially all the risks and rewards of
ownership are classified as finance leases. Finance leases are capitalised at the lease’s commencement at
the lower of the fair value of the leased property and the present value of the minimum lease payments.
Each lease payment is allocated between the liability and finance charges so as to achieve a constant
rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability. The corresponding rental obligations, net of
finance charges, are included in other long-term payables. The interest element of the finance cost
is charged to profit or loss over the lease period so as to produce a constant periodic rate of interest
on the remaining balance of the liability for each period. The property, plant and equipment acquired
under finance leases is depreciated over the shorter of the useful life of the asset and the lease term.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(h)

Prepaid lease payments
Leasehold land of the Group represents two land use rights granted by the government of the People’s
Republic of China (“PRC”).
Leasehold land that normally has an indefinite economic life and its risk and rewards incidental to
ownership is not transferred to the lessee by the end of the lease term is treated as an operating
lease. The payment made on entering into or acquiring a leasehold land is accounted as prepaid lease
payments that is amortised over the lease term.

(i)

Goodwill arising on consolidation
Goodwill arises on the acquisition of subsidiaries and represents the excess of the consideration
transferred over the Group’s interest in net fair value of the net identifiable assets, liabilities and
contingent liabilities of the acquiree and the fair value of the non-controlling interest in the acquiree.
For the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill acquired in a business combination is allocated to
each of the cash generating units (“CGUs”), or groups of CGUs, that is expected to benefit from the
synergies of the combination. Each unit or group of units to which the goodwill is allocated represents
the lowest level within the entity at which the goodwill is monitored for internal management purposes.
Goodwill is monitored at the operating segment level.
Goodwill impairment reviews are undertaken annually or more frequently if events or changes in
circumstances indicate a potential impairment. The carrying value of goodwill is compared to the
recoverable amount, which is the higher of value in use and the fair value less costs to sell. Any impairment
is recognised immediately as an expense and is not subsequently reversed.

(j)

Impairment of non-financial assets
Assets that have an indefinite useful life, such as goodwill or intangible assets not ready to use, are not
subject to amortisation and are tested annually for impairment. Assets that are subject to amortisation
and depreciation are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate
that the carrying amount may not be recoverable.
For the purpose of impairment testing, assets are grouped together into the smallest group of assets
that generates cash inflows from continuing use that are largely independent of the cash inflows of
other assets or cash-generating units.
The recoverable amount of an asset or cash-generating unit is the greater of its value in use and its fair
value less costs to sell. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their
present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value
of money and the risks specific to the asset or cash-generating unit.
An impairment loss is recognised if the carrying amount of an asset or its related cash-generating unit
exceeds its estimated recoverable amount.
Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss unless it reverses a previous revaluation in which it
is charged to the revaluation surplus. Impairment losses recognised in prior periods are assessed at
the end of each reporting period for any indications that the loss has decreased or no longer exists.
An impairment loss is reversed if there has been a change in the estimates used to determine the
recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was recognised. An impairment loss is reversed only
to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or
amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised. Reversals of impairment losses are credited
to profit or loss in the financial year in which the reversals are recognised.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(k)

Inventories
Inventories comprising raw material, work-in-progress and finished goods are valued at the lower of
cost and net realisable value after adequate allowance has been made for all deteriorated, damaged,
obsolete or slow-moving inventories.
Cost is determined using the weighted average cost method. The cost of work-in-progress and finished
goods comprise cost of raw materials, direct labour, other direct costs and appropriate proportions of
manufacturing overheads based on normal operating capacity.
Net realisable value is the estimate of the selling price in the ordinary course of business, less the costs
of completion and selling expenses.

(l)

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash on hand, balances and deposits with banks and highly liquid
investments which have an insignificant risk of changes in fair value with original maturities of three
month or less, and are used by the Group and the Company in the management of their short term
commitments. For the purpose of the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents are presented
net of bank overdrafts and pledged deposits.

(m)

Provisions for liabilities
Provisions for liabilities are recognised when the Group and the Company have a present obligation as
a result of a past event and it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits
will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the amount can be made. Provisions
are reviewed at each reporting date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate. Where the effect
of the time value of money is material, the amount of a provision is the present value of the expenditure
expected to be required to settle the obligation.

(n)

Foreign currencies
(i)

Foreign currency transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates
prevailing at the dates of the transactions. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the
settlement of such transactions and from the translation at year-end exchange rates of monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are recognised in profit or loss.
Non-monetary items denominated in foreign currencies measured at fair value are translated using
the spot exchange rates at the date when the fair value was determined. Exchange differences
arising on the translation of non-monetary items carried at fair value are included in profit or loss,
except for the differences arising on the translation of non-monetary items in respect of which
gains and losses are recognised in other comprehensive income.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(n)

Foreign currencies (continued)
(ii)

Foreign operations
The results and financial position of foreign operations that have a functional currency different
from the presentation currency of the consolidated financial statements are translated into the
presentation currency as follows:
t
t
t

BTTFUTBOEMJBCJMJUJFTPGGPSFJHOPQFSBUJPOTBSFUSBOTMBUFEBUUIFDMPTJOHSBUFQSFWBJMJOHBU
the reporting date;
JODPNFBOEFYQFOTFTGPSFBDITUBUFNFOUPGQSPmUBOEMPTTBOEPUIFSDPNQSFIFOTJWFJODPNF
presented are translated at average exchange rates for the year, which approximates the
exchange rates at the dates of the transactions; and
BMMSFTVMUJOHFYDIBOHFEJGGFSFODFTBSFUBLFOEJSFDUMZUPPUIFSDPNQSFIFOTJWFJODPNFUISPVHI
the foreign currency translation reserve.

On the disposal of a foreign operation, the cumulative amount of the exchange differences relating to
that foreign operation, recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated in the separate
component of equity are reclassified to profit or loss.
In the case of a partial disposal that does not result in the Group losing control over a subsidiary that
includes a foreign operation, the proportionate share of accumulated exchange differences are reattributed to non-controlling interests and are not recognised in profit or loss.
In the consolidated financial statements, when settlement of a monetary item receivable from or payable
to a foreign operation is neither planned nor likely in the foreseeable future, foreign exchange gains and
losses arising from such a monetary item are considered to form part of a net investment in a foreign
operation and are recognised in other comprehensive income through the translation reserve.
(o)

Financial assets
(i)

Classification
The Group classifies its financial assets based on the purpose for which the financial assets were
acquired at initial recognition in the following categories:
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Fair value through profit or loss category comprises financial assets that are held for trading,
including derivatives (except for a derivative that is a financial guarantee contract or a designated
and effective hedging instrument) or financial assets that are specifically designated into this
category upon initial recognition.
Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments
that are not quoted in an active market.
They are included in current assets, except for maturities greater than 12 months after the end
of the reporting period. These are classified as non-current assets.
Held-to-maturity financial assets
Held-to-maturity financial assets are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable
payments and fixed maturities that the Group’s management has the positive intention and ability
to hold to maturity.
Held-to-maturity financial assets are included in non-current assets, except for those with maturities
less than 12 months from the end of the reporting period, which are classified as current assets.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(o)

Financial assets (continued)
(i)

Classification (continued)
Available-for-sale financial assets
Available-for-sale financial assets are non-derivatives that are either designated in this category
or not classified in any of the other categories.
They are included in non-current assets unless the investment matures or management intends
to dispose of it within 12 months of the end of the reporting period.

(ii)

Recognition and initial measurement
Regular purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on the trade-date, the date on
which the Group commits to purchase or sell the asset.
Financial assets are initially recognised at fair value plus transaction costs for all financial assets
not carried at fair value through profit or loss. Financial assets carried at fair value through profit
or loss are initially recognised at fair value, and transaction costs are expensed in profit or loss.

(iii)

Subsequent measurement
Gains and losses
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss and available-for-sale financial assets are
subsequently carried at fair value. Loans and receivables and held-to-maturity financial assets are
subsequently carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
Changes in the fair values of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, including the
effects of currency translation, interest and dividend income are recognised in profit or loss in
the period in which the changes arise.
Changes in the fair value of available-for-sale financial assets are recognised in other comprehensive
income. Impairment losses and exchange differences on monetary assets are recognised in
profit or loss, whereas exchange differences on non-monetary assets are recognised in other
comprehensive income as part of fair value change.
Interest and dividend income on available-for-sale financial assets are recognised separately in
profit or loss. Interest on available-for-sale debt securities calculated using the effective interest
method is recognised in profit or loss. Dividend income on available-for-sale equity instruments
are recognised in profit or loss when the Group’s right to receive payments is established.
Impairment of financial assets
A financial asset is considered to be impaired if objective evidence indicates that one or more
events have had a negative effect on the estimated future cash flows of that asset. For an equity
instrument, a significant or prolonged declined in fair value below its cost is also considered
objective evidence of impairment.
An impairment loss in respect of loans and receivables and held-to-maturity investments is
recognised in profit or loss and is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount
and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the asset’s original effective
interest rate. The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account.
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2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(o)

Financial assets (continued)
(iii)

Subsequent measurement (continued)
A impairment loss in respect of available-for-sale financial assets is recognised in profit or loss and
is measured as the difference between the asset’s acquisition cost (net of any principal repayment
and amortization) and the asset’s current fair value, less any impairment loss previously recognised.
Where a decline in the fair value of an available-for-sale financial asset has been recognised in
other comprehensive income, the cumulative loss in other comprehensive income is reclassified
from equity to profit or loss.
An impairment loss in respect of unquoted equity instrument that is carried at cost is recognised
in profit or loss and is measured as the difference between the financial asset’s carrying amount
and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the current market rate of
return for a similar financial asset.
Impairment losses recognised in profit or loss for an investment in an equity instrument classified
as available for sale is not reversed through profit or loss.
If, in a subsequent period, the fair value of a financial asset measured at amortised cost and the
increase can be objectively related to an event occurring after the impairment loss was recognised
in profit or loss, the impairment loss is reversed, to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does
not exceed what the carrying amount would have been had the impairment not been recognised
at the date the impairment is reversed. The amount of the reversal is recognised in profit or loss.

(iv)

De-recognition
Financial assets are de-recognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the investments
have expired or have been transferred and the Group has transferred substantially all risks and
rewards of ownership.
Receivables that are factored out to banks and other financial institutions with recourse to the
Group are not derecognised until the recourse period has expired and the risks and rewards of
the receivables have been fully transferred. The corresponding cash received from the financial
institutions is recorded as borrowings.
When available-for-sale financial assets are sold, the accumulated fair value adjustments recognised
in other comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss.

(p)

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are initially recognised at fair value net of transaction costs for all financial liabilities
not carried at fair value through profit or loss. Financial liabilities carried at fair value through profit or
loss are initially recognised at fair value, and transaction costs are expensed in profit or loss.
All financial liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method
other than those categorised as fair value through profit or loss.
Other financial liabilities categorised as fair value through profit or loss are subsequently measured at
their fair values with the gain or loss recognised in profit or loss.
Fair value though profit or loss category comprises financial liabilities that are derivatives (except for a
derivative that is a financial guarantee or a designated and effective hedging instrument) or financial
liabilities that are specifically designated into this category upon initial recognition.
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BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(q)

Offsetting financial instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the statements of financial
position when there is a legally enforceable right to offset the recognised amounts and there is an
intention to settle on a net basis, or realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

(r)

Revenue and income recognition
Sale of goods
The Group is engaged in manufacturing and sale of metallurgical coke and other related by-products.
Sales of goods is recognised when significant risk and rewards have been transferred to the buyer at
the fair value of consideration received or receivable, net of discounts, returns and rebates, if any.
Interest income
Interest income is recognised as it accrues using effective interest method in profit or loss.
Dividend income
Dividend income is recognised in profit or loss on the date that the Group’s or the Company’s right to
receive payment is established.

(s)

Income taxes
The tax expense for the period comprises current and deferred tax. Tax is recognised in profit or loss,
except to the extent that it relates to items recognised in other comprehensive income or directly
in equity. In this case the tax is also recognised in other comprehensive income or directly in equity,
respectively.
Current tax is the expected tax payable or receivable on the taxable income or loss for the year, using
tax rates enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period, and any adjustment to
tax payable in respect of previous financial years.
Deferred tax is recognised, using the liability method, on temporary differences arising between the
amounts attributed to assets and liabilities for tax purposes and their carrying amounts in the financial
statements. However, deferred tax is not accounted for if it arises from initial recognition of an asset
or liability in a transaction other than a business combination that at the time of the transaction affects
neither accounting nor taxable profit or loss. Deferred tax is determined using tax rates that have been
enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period and are expected to apply when
the related deferred tax asset is realised or the deferred tax liability is settled.

(t)

Employee benefits
(i)

Short term employee benefits
Wages, salaries, bonuses and social security contributions are recognised as an expense in the
year in which the associated services are rendered by employees. Short term accumulating
compensated absences such as paid annual leave are recognised when services are rendered
by employees that increase their entitlement to future compensation absences. Short term nonaccumulating compensated absences such as sick and medical leave are recognised when the
absences occur.
The expected cost of accumulating compensated absences is measured as additional amount
expected to be paid as a result of the unused entitlement that has accumulated at the reporting
date.
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BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
(t)

Employee benefits (continued)
(ii)

Defined contribution plans
Defined contribution plans are post-employment benefit plans under which the Group pays fixed
contributions into separate entities or funds and will have no legal or constructive obligation to pay
further contributions if any of the funds do not hold sufficient assets to pay all employee benefits
relating to employee services in the current and preceding financial years. Such contributions are
recognised as an expense in the profit or loss as incurred. The Group contributes to the statutory
pension schemes as defined by the laws of the countries in which it has operations.

(u)

Equity instruments
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Dividends on ordinary shares are recognised in equity in the
period in which they are declared.
The transaction costs of an equity transaction are accounted for as a deduction from equity, net of tax.
Equity transaction costs comprise only those incremental external costs directly attributable to the
equity transaction which would otherwise have been avoided.

(v)

Segment reporting
Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting and are regularly
reviewed by the chief operating decision-maker. The chief operating decision-maker, who is responsible
for allocating resources and assessing performance of the operating segments, has been identified as
the Board of Directors that makes strategic decisions.
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3.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Group

Building
RM’000

Office
Plant and furniture and
machinery
equipment
RM’000
RM’000

Motor
vehicles
RM’000

Construction
work-inprogress
RM’000

Total
RM’000

2014
Cost
At 1 January 2014
Additions
Transfers
Written off
Exchange differences

351,743
–
–
(427)
20,115

303,992
368
2,235
(8,303)
17,012

1,389
96
37
(105)
73

4,353
115
–
–
257

416
13,235
(2,272)
–
791

661,893
13,814
–
(8,835)
38,248

At 31 December 2014

371,431

315,304

1,490

4,725

12,170

705,120

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 January 2014
Charge for the financial year
Written off
Exchange differences

114,830
15,835
(198)
7,669

178,102
24,513
(7,185)
11,413

929
139
(105)
53

3,095
242
–
195

–
–
–
–

296,956
40,729
(7,488)
19,330

At 31 December 2014

138,136

206,843

1,016

3,532

–

349,527

Carrying amount
At 31 December 2014

233,295

108,461

474

1,193

12,170

355,593

2013
Cost
At 1 January 2013
Additions
Transfers
Written off
Exchange differences

312,854
–
2,842
–
36,047

272,728
129
1,096
(1,385)
31,424

951
8
345
(7)
92

4,037
–
–
(149)
465

344
4,316
(4,283)
–
39

590,914
4,453
–
(1,541)
68,067

At 31 December 2013

351,743

303,992

1,389

4,353

416

661,893

88,434
15,297
–
11,099

136,569
25,227
(920)
17,226

686
177
(6)
72

2,668
239
(133)
321

–
–
–
–

228,357
40,940
(1,059)
28,718

At 31 December 2013

114,830

178,102

929

3,095

–

296,956

Carrying amount
At 31 December 2013

236,913

125,890

460

1,258

416

364,937

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 January 2013
Charge for the financial year
Written off
Exchange differences
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3.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (continued)
Office furniture
and equipment
RM’000

Company

4.

2014
Cost
At 1 January 2014
Addition
Written off

160
92
(105)

At 31 December 2014

147

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 January 2014
Charge for the financial year
Written off

152
7
(105)

At 31 December 2014

54

Carrying amount
At 31 December 2014

93

2013
Cost
At 1 January /31 December 2013

160

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 January 2013
Charge for the financial year

129
23

At 31 December 2013

152

Carrying amount
At 31 December 2013

8

PREPAID LEASE PAYMENTS
Group
2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

Cost
At 1 January
Exchange differences

37,210
2,131

33,365
3,845

At 31 December

39,341

37,210

Accumulated amortisation
At 1 January
Amortisation for the financial year
Exchange differences

6,936
929
463

5,376
888
672

At 31 December

8,328

6,936

Carrying amount

31,013

30,274
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4.

PREPAID LEASE PAYMENTS (continued)
Leasehold land of the Group represents two land use rights granted by the government of the People’s Republic
of China (“PRC”) to a subsidiary for industrial usage. One of the land use rights is for a term of 29 years
commencing from 4 December 2005 to 4 December 2034 and another for a term of 50 years commencing
from 12 February 2007 to 12 February 2057 respectively.

5.

INVESTMENT IN SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES
(a)

Investment in subsidiary companies
Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000
Unquoted shares, at cost
- In Malaysia
- Outside Malaysia

*
(b)

–*
904,908

–*
904,908

904,908

904,908

Represents RM2

The subsidiary companies and shareholdings therein are as follows:

Name of companies

Fancy Celebrations Sdn. Bhd.
PIPO Overseas Limited #

Country of
incorporation
and principal
place of
business

Effective
ownership
and voting
interest
2014
2013
%
%

Principal activities

Malaysia

100

100

Dormant

British
Virgin Islands

100

100

Investment holding

People’s
Republic
of China

100

100

Manufacturing and
sales of metallurgical
coke and other
related by-products

Subsidiary company of
PIPO Overseas Limited:
Linyi Yehua Coking Co. Ltd. #

#

Audited by another member firm of Morison International which is a separate and independent
legal entity from Messrs. Morison Anuarul Azizan Chew.
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6.

GOODWILL ON CONSOLIDATION
Group
2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

Cost
At 1 January
Exchange differences

107,818
167

107,518
300

At 31 December

107,985

107,818

(a)

Impairment test for goodwill on consolidation
The Group undertakes an annual impairment assessment on its cash-generating units (“CGUs”) identified
based on its trading and manufacturing operating segment, being the lowest level of asset for which
the management monitors the goodwill of the Group.

(b)

Key assumptions used to determine recoverable amount
The recoverable amount the Group’s CGU has been determined based on value-in-use calculations. These
calculations use pre-tax cash flow projections based on financial budgets approved by management
covering a five-year period. Cash flows beyond the five-year period are extrapolated using the estimated
growth rates.
The key assumptions used for the value-in-use calculations are as follows:

Revenue growth rate over 5 years
Terminal growth rate
Pre-tax discount rate

2014

2013

4.0% per annum
0.0%
9.8%

4.5% per annum
0.0%
8.5%

Management determined the revenue growth rates, selling prices and direct costs during the budget
period based on future expectations of changes in the market. Management estimates discount rate
using pre-tax rate that reflect current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks
specific to the CGU.
The Group’s review includes an impact assessment of changes in key assumptions. Based on the sensitivity
analysis performed, the Board of Directors concluded that no reasonable change in the assumptions
above would cause the carrying amount of the CGUs to exceed its recoverable amounts.

7.

INVENTORIES
Group

Raw materials
Work-in-progress
Finished goods

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

61,818
2,129
8,583

83,018
2,477
19,422

72,530

104,917
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8.

TRADE RECEIVABLES
Group

Trade receivables
Less: Impairment losses

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

36,427
–

62,155
–

36,427

62,155

The normal credit period granted by the Group to the trade customers ranges from 30 to 90 days (2013: 30
to 90 days).
The ageing analysis is as follows:
Group

Neither past due nor impaired
Individually impaired
Collectively impaired

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

36,427
–
–

62,155
–
–

36,427

62,155

Trade receivables that are neither past due nor impaired are creditworthy debtors with good payment records
with the Group. These debtors are mostly long term customers with no history of default in payments.

9.

OTHER RECEIVABLES
Group

Other receivables
Bill receivables
Trade deposits
Deposits
Prepayment

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

13,094
–
208
73
5

12,624
3,341
814
53
18

–
–
–
66
5

–
–
–
46
18

13,380

16,850

71

64

Trade deposits represent deposits paid to suppliers for raw material purchased at the reporting date.

10. AMOUNT OWING BY RELATED PARTIES
This represents trade transactions with the normal credit period granted by the Group to trade customers.
The amount is denominated in Chinese Renminbi.

11. AMOUNT OWING BY/(TO) A SUBSIDIARY COMPANY
These amounts are unsecured, interest-free and are repayable on demand. The currency profiles of the
balances are disclosed in Note 26 to the financial statements.
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12. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Group

Cash and bank balances
Deposits placed with licensed banks

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

25,319
994

31,329
869

7
994

12
869

26,313

32,198

1,001

881

Interest rates on deposits placed with licensed banks range from 2.38% to 3.15% (2013: 2.16% to 3.40%) per
annum and have an average maturity period of 1 to 7 days (2013: 1 to 7 days).

13. TRADE PAYABLES
The normal credit period granted to the Group from the trade purchasers ranges from 30 to 90 days (2013:
30 to 90 days).

14. OTHER PAYABLES
Group

Other payables
Accruals
Deposits

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

2,985
12,906
4,592

944
11,903
5,852

29
104
–

29
71
–

20,483

18,699

133

100

15. BORROWINGS
Borrowings comprise finance lease liabilities which are effectively secured as the rights to the leased assets
will return to the lessor in the event of default. Finance lease liabilities are payable as follows:
Group
2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

Minimum lease payments
- Payable within one year
- Payable within two to five years

–
–

311
–

Less: Future finance charges

–
–

311
(28)

–

283

–

–

–

283

Present value of finance lease liabilities:
- Repayable within one year (current)
- Repayable within two to five years (non-current)

Interest is charged at rate of Nil (2013: 5.15%) per annum.
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16. SHARE CAPITAL
Group/Company
2014
Number
of shares
’000
Ordinary shares of RM0.50 each:
Authorised
At 1 January/31 December
Issued and fully paid
At 1 January/31 December

2013
Amount
RM’000

Number
of shares
’000

Amount
RM’000

2,000,000

1,000,000

2,000,000

1,000,000

1,122,308

561,154

1,122,308

561,154

17. RESERVES
2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

553,891
(799,823)
142,549
49,358

553,891
(799,823)
108,634
49,358

553,891
–
–
–

553,891
–
–
–

(54,025)

(87,940)

553,891

553,891

Group

Non-distributable
Share premium
Reverse acquisition reserve
Foreign currency translation reserve
Statutory common reserve fund

(a)

Share premium
The share premium is not distributable by way of cash dividends but may be utilised in the manner as
set out in Section 60(3) of the Companies Act, 1965 in Malaysia.

(b)

Reverse acquisition reserve
The Company completed the acquisition of the entire equity interest in PIPO and its subsidiary (“PIPO
Group”) via the issuance of 800,000,000 new ordinary shares of RM0.50 each in the Company at an
issue price of RM1.00 per share on 26 March 2007.
Upon completion of the acquisition of PIPO, the Company became the legal holding company of PIPO.
Due to the relative values of PIPO and the Company, the former shareholders of PIPO became the
majority shareholders through the issuance of 800,000,000 new ordinary shares of RM0.50 each at an
issue price of RM1.00 per share in the Company, controlling about 88% of the issued and paid-up share
capital of the Company. Further, the Company’s continuing operations and key executive management
are those of PIPO. Accordingly, the substance of the business combination is that PIPO acquired the
Company in a reverse acquisition.
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17. RESERVES (continued)
(b)

Reverse acquisition reserve (continued)
MFRS 3 requires that the consolidated financial statements are issued under the name of the legal
holding company, though they are a continuation of the financial statements of the legal subsidiary. In
order to comply with MFRS 3, the following have been reflected in the consolidated financial statements:
(i)

the assets and liabilities of the Company and PIPO Group have been recognised at their book
values immediately prior to the reverse acquisition;

(ii)

the pre-acquisition retained earnings recognised in the consolidated financial statements are
those of PIPO Group;

(iii)

the amount recognised as issued equity instruments in the consolidated financial statements is
the sum of:
t
t

(iv)

(c)

UIFJTTVFEBOEQBJEVQTIBSFDBQJUBMPG1*10JNNFEJBUFMZCFGPSFUIFSFWFSTFBDRVJTJUJPO
and
UIFDPTUPGBDIJFWJOHUIFDPNCJOBUJPO

the equity structure appearing in these consolidated financial statements (i.e. the number and
type of equity instruments issued) reflects the equity structure of the Company.

Foreign currency translation reserve
The foreign currency translation reserve represents exchange differences arising from the translation
of the financial statements of foreign operations whose functional currencies are different from that of
the Group’s presentation currency.

(d)

Statutory common reserve
In accordance with the relevant People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) regulations and the subsidiary
company’s Articles of Association, the subsidiary company in PRC is required to allocate its profit after
tax to the statutory common reserve fund.
The subsidiary company in PRC is required each year to transfer 10% of its profit after tax as reported
under PRC statutory financial statements to the statutory common reserve funds until the balance reaches
50% of the registered share capital of the said subsidiary company. This reserve can be used to make
up any loss incurred or to increase share capital. Except for the reduction of losses incurred, any other
application should not result in this reserve balance falling below 25% of the registered capital.

18. REVENUE
Group

Sales of goods
Metallurgical coke
By-products

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

809,346
291,906

983,842
313,496

1,101,252

1,297,338
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19. FINANCE COST
Group

Interest on finance lease liabilities

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

28

33

20. PROFIT BEFORE TAXATION
Profit before taxation is derived after charging/(crediting):
Group

Auditors’ remuneration
- statutory
- others
Depreciation of property,
plant and equipment
Amortisation of prepaid lease
payments
Directors of the Company
- fees
- salaries and other emoluments
- Employee Provident Fund
Rental of premises
Rental of office equipment
Property, plant and equipment
written off
Unrealised exchange gain
Finance income

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

418
5

385
5

60
5

54
5

40,729

40,940

7

23

929

888

–

–

98
989
79
124
6

97
1,185
79
155
6

60
674
79
124
6

60
674
79
155
6

1,347
–
(195)

482
–
(167)

–
(13,656)
(20)

–
(15,780)
(13)

Included in depreciation of property, plant and equipment of the Group are amounts charged to costs of sales
and administration and operating expenses amounting to RM40,524,000 and RM205,000 (2013: RM40,723,000
and RM217,000) respectively.

21. TAXATION
Malaysian income tax is calculated at the statutory tax rate of 25% (2013: 25%) of the estimated assessable
profit for the financial year. The corporate tax rate applicable to the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”)
subsidiary of the Group was at 25% (2013: 25%).
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21. TAXATION (continued)
A reconciliation of income tax expense applicable to profit before taxation at the statutory income tax rate
to income tax expense at the effective income tax rate of the Group and of the Company is as follows:
Group

Profit before taxation
Taxation at statutory tax
rate of 25% (2013: 25%)
Expenses not deductible for
tax purposes
Income not subject to tax
Utilisation of previously
unrecognised deferred tax assets
Taxation for the financial year

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

1,998

15,344

11,679

13,802

499

3,836

2,920

3,451

500
(5)

497
(3)

500
(3,420)

497
(3,948)

(994)

(4,330)

–

–

–

–

–

–

Deferred tax assets have not been recognised for the following items:
Group
2014

2013

Unutilised tax losses

89,525

83,758

Deferred tax assets not recognised at 25%

22,381

20,940

As at 31 December 2014, the unutilised tax losses of the Group relate to the PRC subsidiary and is denominated
in Chinese Renminbi (“RMB”) amounting to RMB157,226,000 (2013: RMB164,697,000).

22. EARNINGS PER SHARE
(a)

Basic earnings per share
The earnings per share has been calculated based on the consolidated profit for the financial year
attributable to owners of the Company and the weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue
during the financial year.
Group

Profit for the financial year attributable
to the owners of the Company (RM’000)
Weighted average number of shares in issue (’000)
Basic earnings per share (sen)
(b)

2014

2013

1,998
1,122,308

15,344
1,122,308

0.178

1.367

Diluted earnings per share
There is no diluted earnings per share as the Company does not have any dilutive potential ordinary
shares during the financial year.
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23. STAFF COSTS
Group

Salary, bonus and other emoluments
(excluding Directors)
Employees Provident Fund

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

37,359
5,293

36,423
5,439

375
45

383
46

42,652

41,862

420

429

Included in the total staff costs of the Group are amounts charged to costs of sales and administration and
operating expenses amounting to RM38,265,000 and RM4,387,000 (2013: RM37,472,000 and RM4,390,000)
respectively.

24. RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES
Companies which are classified as related parties are those affiliated to companies controlled directly or
indirectly by Huasheng Jiangquan Group Co., Ltd. (“Jiangquan”). The said companies are related to the
Group and the Company by virtue of Mr Liu Guodong, a Director of the Company, being the son-in-law of
Mr Wang Ting Jiang, a director and shareholder of Jiangquan.
In addition to the transactions detailed elsewhere in the financial statements, the Group had the following
transactions with related parties during the financial year:
Group

Sales of goods to related parties
Linyi Jiangxin Steel Co., Ltd.
Shandong Jiangquan Industrial Co., Ltd
Thermoelectricity
Shandong Jiangquan Industrial Co., Ltd.
Jiangxin Construction Use Ceramic Factory
Purchase of electricity
Shandong Huasheng Jiangquan Thermoelectricity Co., Ltd.
Rental of storage
Shandong Jiangquan Industrial Co., Ltd. Railroad

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

375,635

517,421

70,978

71,731

12,661

14,114

39,401

49,417

3,696

7,366
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24. RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES (continued)
Key management personnel are defined as those persons having authority and responsibility for planning,
directing and controlling the activities of the Group either directly or indirectly. The key management personnel
include all the Directors of the Group, and certain members of senior management of the Group.
Information regarding compensation of key management personnel is as follows:
Group

Directors of the Company
Salaries and allowances
Statutory pension scheme
contributions

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

1,228

1,413

661

661

79

79

79

79

Outstanding related party balances
(i)

Amount Owing by Related Parties
Group

Linyi Jiangxin Steel Co., Ltd.
Shandong Jiangquan Industrial Co., Ltd
Jiangxin Construction Use Ceramic Factory
Shandong Jiangquan Industrial Co., Ltd
Thermoelectricity
Shandong Huasheng Jiangquan
Thermoelectricity Co., Ltd.

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

90,980

30,715

9,552

4,236

25,139

–

1,645

–

127,316

34,951

25. SEGMENT INFORMATION
Segment information is primarily presented in respect of the Group’s business segment which is based on
the reports reviewed by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors monitors the operating results of its
business segment separately for the purposes of making decision about resource allocation and performance
assessment.
The Group reportable segment is manufacturing and trading which relate to the manufacturing and sales of
metallurgical coke and other related by-products.
Other non-reportable segments comprise operations related to investment holding.
Segment revenue, results, assets and liabilities include items directly attributable to a segment and those
where a reasonable basis of allocation exists. Inter-segment revenue is eliminated on consolidation.
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25. SEGMENT INFORMATION (continued)
Segment profit is used to measure performance as management believes that such information is the most
relevant in evaluating the results of certain segments relative to other entities that operate within these
industries.

2014
Note
Revenue
Sales
Less: Inter-segment revenue

Results
Depreciation and amortisation
Other significant non-cash expenses
Segment profit/(loss)
Assets
Additions to non-current assets
Segment assets

(a)

(b)

Liabilities
Segment liabilities

2013
Note
Revenue
Sales
Less: Inter-segment revenue

Results
Depreciation and amortisation
Other significant non-cash expenses
Segment profit/(loss)
Assets
Additions to non-current assets
Segment assets
Liabilities
Segment liabilities

(a)

(b)

Manufacturing
and trading
RM’000

Others
RM’000

Total
RM’000

1,101,252
–

–
–

1,101,252
–

1,101,252

–

1,101,252

41,651
1,347
3,978

7
–
(1,980)

41,658
1,347
1,998

13,722
682,122

92
106,073

13,814
788,195

55,645

133

55,778

Manufacturing
and trading
RM’000

Others
RM’000

Total
RM’000

1,297,338
–

–
–

1,297,338
–

1,297,338

–

1,297,338

41,805
482
17,322

23
–
(1,978)

41,828
482
15,344

4,453
663,376

–
105,861

4,453
769,237

72,633

100

72,733
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25. SEGMENT INFORMATION (continued)
(a)

Other significant non-cash expenses consist of the following:
Group

Property, plant and equipment written off
(b)

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

1,347

482

Additions to non-current assets consist of additions of property, plant and equipment.

Geographical information
(i)

Revenue by geographical location of customers are as follows:
Group

People’s Republic of China
Malaysia

(ii)

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

1,101,252
–

1,297,338
–

1,101,252

1,297,338

Non-current assets by geographical location of assets are as follows:
Group

People’s Republic of China
Malaysia

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

494,498
93

503,021
8

494,591

503,029

Information about major customers
Revenue from 3 (2013: 2) major customers amounting to RM640,934,000 (2013: RM755,849,000) arises from
the manufacturing and trading segment.
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26. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The table below provides an analysis of financial instruments and their categories:
2014

Group
Financial assets
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Amount owing by
related parties
Cash and cash equivalents

Financial liabilities
Trade payables
Other payables
Amount owing to a director
Borrowings

Company
Financial assets
Other receivables
Amount owing by
subsidiary company
Cash and cash equivalents

Financial liabilities
Other payables
Amount owing to
a subsidiary company

Loans and
receivables/
other
financial
liabilities
RM’000

2013

Total
RM’000

Loans and
receivables/
other
financial
liabilities
RM’000

Total
RM’000

36,427
13,380

36,427
13,380

62,155
16,850

62,155
16,850

127,316
26,313

127,316
26,313

34,951
32,198

34,951
32,198

203,436

203,436

146,154

146,154

35,288
20,483
7
–

35,288
20,483
7
–

53,749
18,699
2
283

53,749
18,699
2
283

55,778

55,778

72,733

72,733

71

71

64

64

243,463
1,001

243,463
1,001

229,113
881

229,113
881

244,535

244,535

230,058

230,058

133

133

100

100

12,549

12,549

9,699

9,699

12,682

12,682

9,799

9,799

87

88
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26. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued)
Financial risk management objectives and policies
The Group’s financial risk management policy is to ensure that adequate financial resources are available for
the development of the Group’s operations whilst managing its financial risks, including credit risk, liquidity
and market risk. The Group operates within clearly defined guidelines that are approved by the Board and
the Group’s policy is not to engage in speculative transactions.
Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of a financial loss to the Group if a counterparty of a financial asset fails to meet its
contractual obligations. The Group’s exposure to credit risk arises mainly from receivables from customers
and related parties. Credit period extended to its customers is based on careful evaluation of the customers’
financial condition and credit history. Receivables are monitored on an ongoing basis via Group’s management
reporting procedures and action will be taken for long outstanding debts. Appropriate approval limits are set
at different levels of credit limits and terms. In order to further minimise its exposure to credit risk, the Group,
in some instances, requires deposits from the customers.
Management has a credit policy in place and the exposure to credit risk is monitored on an ongoing basis
through the review of receivables ageing. At reporting date, the Group’s concentration of the top 3 (2013:
3) trade customers of the Group represents 87.9% (2013: 87.8%) of the total trade receivables and amount
owing by related parties.
The maximum exposure to credit risk for the Group is the carrying amount of the financial assets shown in
the statement of financial position.
Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The
Group’s exposure to liquidity risk arises principally from trade and other payables and borrowings.
Cash flow forecasting is performed by monitoring the Group’s liquidity requirements to ensure that it has
sufficient liquidity to meet operational, financing repayments and other liabilities as they fall due.
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26. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued)
Financial risk management objectives and policies (continued)
Liquidity risk (continued)
The table below summarises the maturity profile of the Group and the Company’s financial liabilities as at the
end of the reporting period based on contractual undiscounted payments:

2014
Group
Trade payables
Other payables
Amount owing to a director

Carrying
amount
RM’000

Contractual
interest rate
%

Contractual
cash flows
RM’000

Below 1
year
RM’000

35,288
20,483
7

–
–
–

35,288
20,483
7

35,288
20,483
7

55,778

55,778

55,778
Company
Other payables
Amount owing to a
subsidiary company

133

–

133

133

12,549

–

12,549

12,549

12,682

12,682

53,749
18,699
2
311

53,749
18,699
2
311

72,761

72,761

12,682
2013
Group
Trade payables
Other payables
Amount owing to a director
Borrowings

53,749
18,699
2
283

–
–
–
5.15%

72,733
Company
Other payables
Amount owing to a
subsidiary company

100

–

100

100

9,699

–

9,699

9,699

9,799

9,799

9,799

89

90
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26. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued)
Financial risk management objectives and policies (continued)
Market risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as foreign exchange rates, interest rates and cash
flow and fair value interest rate risk that may affect the Group’s financial position and cash flows.
(a)

Foreign currency exchange risk
The Group’s operations are primarily based in PRC where transactions are undertaken in Chinese
Renminbi. The Group monitors the foreign currency risks on an ongoing basis.
The net unhedged financial assets and financial liabilities of the Group and the Company that are not
denominated in their functional currencies are as follows:

Functional Currency

Hong Kong
Dollar
(“HKD”)
RM’000

Financial assets/(liabilities) held in
non-functional currency
United
States
Chinese
Dollar
Renminbi
(“USD”)
(“RMB”)
RM’000
RM’000

Total
RM’000

Group
2014
Cash and bank balances
Hong Kong Dollar

–

4

–

4

2013
Cash and bank balances
Hong Kong Dollar

–

5

–

5

Company
2014
Amount owing by/(to)
subsidiary company
Ringgit Malaysia

243,463

–

(12,549)

230,914

2013
Amount owing by/(to)
subsidiary company
Ringgit Malaysia

229,113

–

(9,699)

219,414
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26. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued)
Financial risk management objectives and policies (continued)
Market risk (continued)
(a)

Foreign currency exchange risk (continued)
Currency risk sensitivity analysis
As at the reporting date, the impact of change in 5% on USD exchange rate against the functional
currency of a subsidiary company, with all other variables remain constant, is immaterial to the Group’s
profit net of tax and equity.
The following table shows the sensitivity of the Company’s profit net of tax to a reasonably possible
change in the HKD and RMB exchange rates against the functional currency of the Company, with all
other variables remain constant.
Company
Net of tax
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000
RMB/RM
HKD/RM

(b)

- strengthened 5%
- weakened 5%
- strengthened 5%
- weakened 5%

(471)
471
9,130
(9,130)

(364)
364
8,592
(8,592)

Interest rate risk
The Group and the Company finance its operation through operating cash flows and borrowings. Interest
rate exposure arises from the Group’s and the Company’s finance lease and deposits.
Exposure to interest rate risk
The interest rate profile of the Group’s significant interest-bearing financial instrument, based on carrying
amounts as at the end of the financial year is as follows:
Group

Fixed rate instruments
Fixed deposits with licensed banks
Finance lease liabilities

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

994
–

869
(283)

Since the Group’s fixed rate financial assets and liabilities are measured at amortised cost, possible
changes in interest rates are not expected to have a significant impact on the Group’s profit or loss.
(c)

Fair values
The carrying amounts of cash and cash equivalents, trade and other receivables, trade and other
payables, amount owing to related parties, amount owing to subsidiary company and current portion
of lease payable approximated their fair values at the reporting date due to the relatively short term
nature of these financial instruments and therefore the fair value hierarchy is not presented.
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27. CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
The primary objective of the Group’s capital management is to maintain an adequate capital base so as to
maintain investor, creditor and market confidence and to sustain future development of the business. There
were no changes in the Group’s approach to capital management during the financial year.
As disclosed in Note 17(d), a subsidiary company of the Company is required by the Foreign Enterprise Law
of the PRC to contribute to and maintain a non-distributable statutory reserve fund whose utilisation is subject
to approval by the relevant PRC authorities. This externally imposed capital requirement has been complied
with by the above-mentioned subsidiary company.
The Group monitors capital using gearing ratio, which is net debt divided by total capital plus net debt. The
Group’s policy is to keep the gearing ratio between 5% and 20%. The Group includes within net debt, trade
and other payables, lease payable, less cash and bank balances. Capital includes the equity attributable to
the owners of the Company less the abovementioned restricted statutory reserve fund.
Group
2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

Trade and other payables
Amount owing to a director
Borrowings
Less: cash and cash equivalents

55,771
7
–
(26,313)

72,448
2
283
(32,198)

Net debt

29,465

40,535

Equity attributable to the owners of the Company
Less: statutory reserve fund

732,417
(49,358)

696,504
(49,358)

Total capital

683,059

647,146

Capital and net debt

712,524

687,681

4.1%

5.9%

Gearing ratio

There were no changes to the Group’s approach to capital management during the financial year.

28. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS
Group

Capital expenditure approved and contracted for:
- property, plant and equipment

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

26,029

–
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29. OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS
Non-cancellable operating lease rentals are payable as follows:
Group/Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000
Less than one year
Between one and five years

36
63

–
–

99

–

30. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
(a)

Fire in the crude benzene plant
On 31 January 2015, a fire had occurred at one of the Company’s by-product (crude benzene) plant
located at Linyi City, Shangdong Province, the People’s Republic of China. The said mishap had damaged
the plant’s equipments with a carrying amount of approximately RM277,000 which have been written
off in financial year 2015 and appropriate repairs and replacement have been completed subsequent
to the financial year end. The Company is in deliberation with its insurance companies to ascertain the
appropriate compensation.

(b)

Temporary suspension of a significant subsidiary’s operations
On 7 March 2015, pursuant to the People’s Republic of China’s Central Government’s toughened
stance towards the overall pollution concerns in the country, the Group’s significant subsidiary, Linyi
Yehua Coking Co. Ltd., located at Linyi City, Shandong Province, PRC, which contributes 100% to the
manufacturing and sales of metallurgical coke and other related by-products segment, has been notified
to temporarily suspend its operations pending fulfilment of the newly revised environmental protection
standards and subsequent inspection of the same by the Ministry of Environmental Protection of the
PRC (“MoEP”).
Cognisance is taken on the fact that should the adverse situation be prolonged over a period of time,
the business operations of the Group may be materially affected. Management is currently working
closely with the relevant authorities to expedite the inspection process. Significant progress has been
made for the resumption of the operations and the Directors are of the opinion that the fulfilment of
the abovementioned newly revised environmental protection standards can be achieved by Quarter 2,
2015.
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REALISED AND UNREALISED PROFITS/LOSSES
(SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION)
The breakdown of the retained earnings of the Group and of the Company as at 31 December into realised and
unrealised amounts is as follows:
Group

Company
2014
2013
RM’000
RM’000

2014
RM’000

2013
RM’000

Total retained earnings:
- Realised
- Unrealised

225,288
4,940

223,290
(8,715)

21,809
4,940

18,845
(8,715)

Less: consolidation adjustments

230,228
(4,940)

214,575
8,715

26,749
(4,940)

10,130
–

Consolidated retained earnings

225,288

223,290

21,809

10,130

The determination of realised and unrealised profits or losses is based on the Guidance on Special Matter No.1,
Determination of Realised and Unrealised Profits or Losses in the Context of Disclosure Pursuant to Bursa Malaysia
Securities Berhad Listing Requirements, issued by the Malaysian Institute of Accountants on 20 December 2010.
The above disclosure of realised and unrealised profits or losses is made solely for complying with the disclosure
requirements stipulated in the directive of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad and is not made for any other purposes.
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ANALYSIS OF SHAREHOLDINGS
As at 31 March 2015

SHARE CAPITAL
Authorised share capital
Issued and paid up share capital
Class of share
Total number of shares issued
Number of shareholders
Voting rights
t
0OBTIPXPGIBOET
t
0OBQPMM

:
:
:
:
:

RM1,000,000,000.00
RM561,153,908.50
Ordinary shares of RM0.50 each
1,122,307,817
16,542

 0OFWPUF
 0OFWPUFGPSFBDITIBSFIFME

DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULE OF SHAREHOLDERS
Size of
Shareholders
1 - 99
100 – 1,000
1,001 - 10,000
10,001 – 100,000
100,001 – 56,115,389
56,115,390 and above
Total

No. of
Shareholders

% of
Shareholders

No. of
Shares Held

% of
Issued Capital

657
5,774
5,904
3,590
613
4

3.97
34.91
35.69
21.70
3.71
0.02

24,869
2,718,816
26,771,090
131,372,348
351,472,319
609,948,375

0.00
0.24
2.39
11.71
31.32
54.35

16,542

100.00

1,122,307,817

100.00
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DIRECTORS’ SHAREHOLDINGS
Name of Directors

Nationality

Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin
Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar

Malaysian

Liu GuoDong

Chinese

Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd Shahar
Bin Abdul Hamid

Malaysian

Cedric Choo Sia Teik

No. of shares beneficially held
%
Indirect

Direct
12,073,700

%

1.08

304,492,259

15.86

–

–

–

–

–

–

Malaysian

–

–

–

–

Lim See Tow

Malaysian

–

–

–

–

Fu Qiang

Chinese

–

–

–

–

Liu XueQiang

Chinese

–

–

–

–

178,000,057

(2)

(1)

27.13

Note :(1)



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV*SJOBI#JOUJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV
%BUP4FSJ/BE[BSVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV5BO4SJ*NSBO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV%BSB
5VOLV5BO4SJ/BRVJBI#UF5VBOLV+BBGBSBOE:".5VOLV+BXBIJS#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFGBUIFSPG:.5VOLV.PIBNFE"MBVEEJO5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTQPVTFPG:.5VOLV/VSVM)BZBUJ#JOUJ5VOLV#BIBEPS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTTJCMJOHTJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB"OUBI4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMET
TIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB3BEJO4EO
#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IE
XIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IE
XIJDIJOUVSOIPMETUIFFOUJSFFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF1UF-UE


(2)

  )VB"OTIBSFTBSFCFJOHIFMEVOEFSUIFOBNFPG60#,BZ)JBO/PNJOFFT "TJOH 4EO#IE 
&YFNQU"/GPS60#,BZ)JBO )POH,POH -JNJUFE"$$MJFOUT
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SUBSTANTIAL SHAREHOLDERS
Name of Shareholders

Nationality

Rock Point Alliance Pte. Ltd.

Singapore

285,000,080

Liu GuoDong

Chinese

178,000,057

Rise Business Inc

British Virgin
Islands

Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin
Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar

No. of shares beneficially held
%
Indirect

Direct

%

25.39

0

0.00

15.86

0

0.00

102,000,038

9.09

0

0.00

Malaysian

12,073,700

1.08

304,492,259

(2)

27.13

Y.A.M. Tunku Dato’
Seri Nadzaruddin
Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar

Malaysian

1,221,500

0.11

315,342,959

(3)

28.10

Y.A.M. Tunku Dara
Tunku Tan Sri
Naquiah Bte
Tuanku Ja’afar

Malaysian

1,166,500

0.10

315,397,959

(4)

28.10

Y.A.M. Tunku Tan Sri Imran
Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar

Malaysian

1,176,500

0.10

315,387,959

(5)

28.10

Y.A.M. Tunku Irinah
Binti Tuanku Ja’afar

Malaysian

1,154,250

0.10

315,410,209

(6)

28.10

Y.A.M. Tunku Jawahir
Bte Tuanku Ja’afar

Malaysian

1,076,550

0.10

315,487,909

(7)

28.11

Y.M. Tunku Nurul Hayati
Binti Tunku Bahador

Malaysian

100,200

0.01

316,465,759

(8)

28.20

Y.M. Tunku
Mohamed Alauddin
Tunku Naquiyuddin

Malaysian

1,500

0.00

308,810,230

(9)

27.52

Zhu QingHua

Chinese

0

0.00

102,000,038 (10)

(1)

9.09

Note :

  )VB"OTIBSFTBSFCFJOHIFMEVOEFSUIFOBNFPG60#,BZ)JBO/PNJOFFT "TJOH 4EO#IE 
&YFNQU"/GPS60#,BZ)JBO )POH,POH -JNJUFE"$$MJFOUT

(2)



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV*SJOBI#JOUJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV
%BUP4FSJ/BE[BSVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV5BO4SJ*NSBO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV%BSB
5VOLV5BO4SJ/BRVJBI#UF5VBOLV+BBGBSBOE:".5VOLV+BXBIJS#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFGBUIFSPG:.5VOLV.PIBNFE"MBVEEJO5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTQPVTFPG:.5VOLV/VSVM)BZBUJ#JOUJ5VOLV#BIBEPS

(1)
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%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTTJCMJOHTJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB"OUBI4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMET
TIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB3BEJO4EO
#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IE
XIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IE
XIJDIJOUVSOIPMETUIFFOUJSFFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF1UF-UE

(3)

%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".
5VOLV*SJOBI#JOUJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV5BO4SJ*NSBO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV%BSB5VBOLV
5BO4SJ/BRVJBI#UF5VBOLV+BBGBSBOE:".5VOLV+BXBIJS#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFCSPUIFSJOMBXUP:.5VOLV/VSVM)BZBUJ#JOUJ5VOLV#BIBEPS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB"OUBI4EO#IEXIJDIJO
UVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB3BEJO4EO
#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O
*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETUIFFOUJSF
FRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF1UF-UE



(4)



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHPG:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".
5VOLV *SJOBI #JOUJ 5VBOLV +BBGBS  :". 5VOLV 5BO 4SJ *NSBO *COJ 5VBOLV +BBGBS  :". 5VOLV %BUP 4FSJ
/BE[BSVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSBOE:".5VOLV+BXBIJS#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJTUFSJOMBXUP:.5VOLV/VSVM)BZBUJ#JOUJ5VOLV#BIBEPS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB"OUBI4EO#IEXIJDIJO
UVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSTJCMJOHTJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB3BEJO4EO
#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O
*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETUIFFOUJSF
FRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF1UF-UE
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(5)



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".
5VOLV*SJOBI#JOUJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV%BSB5VOLV5BO4SJ/BRVJBI#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV
%BUP4FSJ/BE[BSVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSBOE:".5VOLV+BXBIJS#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFCSPUIFSJOMBXUP:.5VOLV/VSVM)BZBUJ#JOUJ5VOLV#BIBEPS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB"OUBI4EO#IEXIJDIJO
UVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTTJCMJOHTJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB3BEJO4EO
#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O
*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETUIFFOUJSF
FRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF1UF-UE

(6)



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".
5VOLV%BSB5VOLV5BO4SJ/BRVJBI#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV5BO4SJ*NSBO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".
5VOLV%BUP4FSJ/BE[BSVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSBOE:".5VOLV+BXBIJS#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJTUFSJOMBXUP:.5VOLV/VSVM)BZBUJ#JOUJ5VOLV#BIBEPS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB"OUBI4EO#IEXIJDIJO
UVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSTJCMJOHTJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB3BEJO4EO
#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O
*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETUIFFOUJSF
FRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF1UF-UE

(7)



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".
5VOLV%BSB5VOLV5BO4SJ/BRVJBI#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV5BO4SJ*NSBO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".
5VOLV%BUP4FSJ/BE[BSVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSBOE:".5VOLV*SJOBI#JOUJ5VBOLV+BBGBS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJTUFSJOMBXUP:.5VOLV/VSVM)BZBUJ#JOUJ5VOLV#BIBEPS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB"OUBI4EO#IEXIJDIJO
UVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSTJCMJOHTJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB3BEJO4EO
#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O
*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE
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%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJCMJOHUP:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETUIFFOUJSF
FRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF1UF-UE

(8)

%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTQPVTFPG:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTJTUFSJOMBXUP:".5VOLV*SJOBI#JOUJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".
5VOLV%BUP4FSJ/BE[BSVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV5BO4SJ*NSBO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBS :".5VOLV
%BSB5VOLV5BO4SJ/BRVJBI#UF5VBOLV+BBGBSBOE:".5VOLV+BXBIJS#UF5VBOLV+BBGBS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFNPUIFSPG:.5VOLV.PIBNFE"MBVEEJO5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCSPUIFSJOMBXTBOETJTUFSJOMBXTJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB"OUBI4EO
#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTQPVTFPG:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB3BEJO4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O
*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTQPVTFPG:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O
*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIFSCFJOHUIFTQPVTFPG:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETUIFFOUJSF
FRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF1UF-UE

(9)



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTPOPG:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSBOE:.
5VOLV/VSVM)BZBUJ#JOUJ5VOLV#BIBEPS



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTPOPG:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO4ZBSJLBU1FTBLB3BEJO4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O
*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTPOPG:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O
*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJNCFJOHUIFTPOPG:".5VOLV/BRVJZVEEJO*COJ5VBOLV+BBGBSXIP
IBTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF4EO#IEXIJDIJOUVSOIPMETUIFFOUJSF
FRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3PDL1PJOU"MMJBODF1UF-UE

(10)



%FFNFEJOUFSFTUFECZWJSUVFPGIJTEJSFDUJOUFSFTUPGPWFSFRVJUZJOUFSFTUJO3JTF#VTJOFTT*ODXIJDIJO
UVSOIPMETTIBSFTJO4JOP)VB"O*OUFSOBUJPOBM#FSIBE
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Analysis of Shareholdings (cont’d)

LIST OF THIRTY (30) LARGEST SECURITIES ACCOUNTS HOLDERS
NO. NAME

NO. OF SHARES
BENEFICIALLY
HELD

%

1.

HLIB NOMINEES (ASING) SDN BHD
ROCK POINT ALLIANCE PTE. LTD.

285,000,080

25.39

2.

LIU GUODONG

114,000,000

10.16

3.

UOB KAY HIAN NOMINEES (ASING) SDN BHD
EXEMPT AN FOR UOB KAY HIAN (HONG KONG) LIMITED-A/C CLIENTS

108,948,257

9.71

4.

RISE BUSINESS INC

102,000,038

9.09

5.

LEMBAGA TABUNG HAJI

37,332,900

3.33

6.

AFFIN HWANG NOMINEES (ASING) SDN. BHD.
EXEMPT AN FOR PHILLIP SECURITIES (HONG KONG) LTD (CLIENTS’
ACCOUNT)

36,154,050

3.22

7.

AFFIN HWANG NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN. BHD.
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR CHUNG KIN CHUAN (CHU0226C)

12,380,700

1.10

8.

KENANGA NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR ROCK POINT ALLIANCE SDN.
BHD.

11,486,250

1.02

9.

KENANGA NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR Y.A.M. TUNKU NAQUIYUDDIN
IBNI TUANKU JAAFAR

10,979,700

0.98

10.

UOB KAY HIAN NOMINEES (ASING) SDN BHD
EXEMPT AN FOR UOB KAY HIAN PTE LTD (A/C CLIENTS)

5,443,115

0.48

11.

MAYBANK NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR CHUA HIAN HOCK

5,069,800

0.45

12.

MACOTRADE SDN BHD

4,121,000

0.37

13.

CIMSEC NOMINEES (ASING) SDN BHD
EXEMPT AN FOR CIMB SECURITIES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD (RETAIL
CLIENTS)

4,036,900

0.36

14.

CITIGROUP NOMINEES (ASING) SDN BHD
CBHK FOR PLATINUM BROKING COMPANY LIMITED (CLIENT A/C)

3,625,000

0.32

15.

UOBM NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
EXEMPT AN FOR ARECA CAPITAL SDN BHD (CLIENT A/C 1)

3,620,000

0.32

16.

SEOW HEE YOONG

3,360,000

0.30

17.

CITIGROUP NOMINEES (ASING) SDN BHD
EXEMPT AN FOR OCBC SECURITIES PRIVATE LIMITED (CLIENT A/C-NR)

3,188,150

0.28
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Analysis of Shareholdings (cont’d)

NO. NAME

NO. OF SHARES
BENEFICIALLY
HELD

%

18.

CIMSEC NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR TAN KWEE KEE (BKT PASIR-CL)

3,046,400

0.27

19.

LEONG CHEOK LUNG

2,800,000

0.25

20.

JF APEX NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR OOI SIEW LOOI (STA 2)

2,784,050

0.25

21.

TAN SWEE HOCK

2,547,500

0.23

22.

MERCSEC NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR SIOW WONG YEN @ SIOW
KWANG HWA

2,484,700

0.22

23.

PUBLIC NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR WONG CHOO MOK (E-JBU)

2,460,000

0.22

24.

PLATINUM PARADE SDN BHD

2,295,500

0.20

25.

AFFIN HWANG NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN. BHD.
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR TAN KWEE ENG (TAN1125C)

2,280,700

0.20

26.

PUBLIC NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR SIN HUAN KWANG (E-TWU)

2,167,000

0.19

27.

LEE SIEW LIN

2,160,000

0.19

28.

KENANGA NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR WONG TECK WU (ET)

2,140,000

0.19

29.

CIMSEC NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
CIMB BANK FOR MAK NGIA NGIA @ MAK YOKE LUM (MM0749)

2,068,100

0.18

30.

MAYBANK NOMINEES (TEMPATAN) SDN BHD
PLEDGED SECURITIES ACCOUNT FOR STUART SAW TEIK SIEW

2,037,500

0.18
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List of Properties
As at 31 December 2014

Location

Description

Tenure

Net Book
Value
(RM’000)

Area
(sq. m.)

Date of
Acquisition

1)

Lot no. 201/23/96
Shenquan
Industrial Park,
Luozhuang District,
Linyi City,
Shandong Province

Manufacturing
plant

Leasehold
29 years

9,168

319,014.00

4 Dec 2005

2)

Lot no. 201/026/0008
Shenquan
Industrial Park,
Luozhuang District,
Linyi City,
Shandong Province

Coal storage area

Leasehold
50 years

21,845

85,453.76

12 Feb 2007
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(Company No. 732227-T)
(Incorporated in Malaysia)

FORM OF PROXY
Number of shares held :
CDS Account No :
*I/We, (full name in capital letters) ...................................................................................................................................................
of (full address) .................................................................................................................................................................................
being a *member/members of SINO HUA-AN INTERNATIONAL BERHAD (“the Company”), hereby appoint (full name in capital
letters)
of (full address) .................................................................................................................................................................................
or failing *him/her, (full name in capital letters) ................................................................................................................................
of (full address) .................................................................................................................................................................................
or failing *him/her, the *CHAIRMAN OF THE MEETING as *my/our proxy to vote for *me/us and on *my/our behalf at the Ninth
Annual General Meeting of the Company to be held at the Banquet Hall, 2nd Floor Kelab Perdana DiRaja Kuala Lumpur (Royal
Lake Club), Taman Tasek Perdana, Jalan Cenderamulia, off Jalan Parlimen, 50480 Kuala Lumpur on Thursday, 21 May 2015 at
9:30 a.m. and at any adjournment thereof.
The Proportion of *my/our holding to be represented by *my/our proxies are as follows:First Proxy (1) ..................................... %
Second Proxy (2) ................................ %
Please indicate with an “X” in the spaces provided below as to how you wish your votes to be casted. If no specific direction as
to voting is given, the proxy will vote or abstain from voting at *his/her discretion.
Item.

Agenda

1.

To receive the Audited Financial Statements for the financial year ended 31
December 2014.

2.

To approve the payment of Directors’ Fees for the financial year ended 31
December 2014.

1

3.

To re-elect Y.A.M. Tunku Naquiyuddin Ibni Tuanku Ja’afar who retires pursuant
to Article 95 of the Company’s Articles of Association.

2

4.

To re-elect Mr. Cedric Choo Sia Teik who retires pursuant to Article 95 of the
Company’s Articles of Association.

3

5.

To re-appoint Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohd. Shahar Bin Abdul Hamid who retires
pursuant to Section 129(6) of the Companies Act, 1965.

4

6.

To re-appoint Messrs. Morison Anuarul Azizan Chew as the Company’s
Auditors for the ensuing year and to authorise the Board of Directors to fix
their remuneration.

5

7.

As Special Business
Ordinary Resolution 1
Authority to issue shares pursuant to Section 132D of the Companies Act 1965.

6

8.

Ordinary Resolution 2
Proposed Renewal of Shareholders’ Mandate for Recurrent Related Party
Transactions of a revenue or trading nature.

7

9.

Ordinary Resolution 3
Proposed Renewal of Authority for Share Buy-Back of up to 10% of the issued
and paid up share capital of Sino Hua-An International Berhad.

8

Resolution

For

Against

* Strike out whichever not applicable (unless otherwise instructed, the proxy may vote as he/she thinks fit)
As witness my/our hand(s) this ...........................................day of......................................................... , 2015

✄

..............................................................................
Signature of Member/Common Seal

Notes:
*OSFTQFDUPGEFQPTJUFETFDVSJUZ POMZNFNCFSTXIPTFOBNFTBQQFBSJOUIF3FDPSEPG%FQPTJUPSTPO.BZ i(FOFSBM.FFUJOH3FDPSE
PG%FQPTJUPSTw TIBMMCFFMJHJCMFUPBUUFOEUIF.FFUJOH

"QSPYZNBZCVUOFFEOPUCFBNFNCFSPGUIF$PNQBOZBOEUIFQSPWJTJPOTPG4FDUJPO  B BOE C PGUIF$PNQBOJFT"DU TIBMM
OPUBQQMZUPUIF$PNQBOZ/PUXJUITUBOEJOHUIJT BNFNCFSFOUJUMFEUPBUUFOEBOEWPUFBUUIF.FFUJOHJTFOUJUMFEUPBQQPJOUBOZQFSTPOBT
IJTQSPYZUPBUUFOEBOEWPUFJOTUFBEPGUIFNFNCFSBUUIF.FFUJOH5IFSFTIBMMCFOPSFTUSJDUJPOBTUPUIFRVBMJmDBUJPOPGUIFQSPYZ"QSPYZ
BQQPJOUFEUPBUUFOEBOEWPUFBUUIF.FFUJOHTIBMMIBWFUIFTBNFSJHIUTBTUIFNFNCFSUPTQFBLBUUIF.FFUJOH

5IFJOTUSVNFOUBQQPJOUJOHBQSPYZTIBMMCFJOXSJUJOHVOEFSUIFIBOEPGUIFBQQPJOUPSPSPGIJTBUUPSOFZEVMZBVUIPSJTFEJOXSJUJOH PSJGUIF
BQQPJOUPSJTBDPSQPSBUJPO FJUIFSVOEFSUIFDPNNPOTFBMPSVOEFSUIFIBOEPGBOPGmDFSPSBUUPSOFZTPBVUIPSJTFE

"NFNCFSPGUIF$PNQBOZFOUJUMFEUPBUUFOEBOEWPUFBUUIF.FFUJOHJTFOUJUMFEUPBQQPJOUNPSFUIBOPOF  QSPYZUPBUUFOEBOEWPUF
BUUIFTBNFNFFUJOHTTVCKFDUBMXBZTUPBNBYJNVNPGUXP  QSPYJFTBUFBDINFFUJOH FYDFQUXIFSF1BSBHSBQIT  BOE  CFMPXBQQMZ
8IFSFBNFNCFSBQQPJOUTNPSFUIBOPOF  QSPYZ UIFBQQPJOUNFOUTIBMMCFJOWBMJEVOMFTTIFTQFDJmFTUIFQSPQPSUJPOPGIJTIPMEJOHTUP
CFSFQSFTFOUFECZFBDIQSPYZ

8IFSFBNFNCFSPGUIF$PNQBOZJTBOBVUIPSJTFEOPNJOFFBTEFmOFEVOEFSUIF4FDVSJUJFT*OEVTUSZ $FOUSBM%FQPTJUPSJFT "DU JU
may appoint at least one proxy in respect of each Securities Account it holds with shares of the Company standing to the credit of the said
4FDVSJUJFT"DDPVOU

8IFSFBNFNCFSPGUIF$PNQBOZJTBOFYFNQUBVUIPSJTFEOPNJOFFXIJDIIPMETPSEJOBSZTIBSFTJOUIF$PNQBOZGPSNVMUJQMFCFOFmDJBM
PXOFSTJOPOFTFDVSJUJFTBDDPVOU iPNOJCVTBDDPVOUw UIFSFJTOPMJNJUUPUIFOVNCFSPGQSPYJFTXIJDIUIFFYFNQUBVUIPSJTFEOPNJOFFNBZ
BQQPJOUJOSFTQFDUPGFBDIPNOJCVTBDDPVOUJUIPMET

5PCFWBMJE UIFJOTUSVNFOUBQQPJOUJOHBQSPYZBOEUIFQPXFSPGBUUPSOFZPSPUIFSBVUIPSJUZ JGBOZ VOEFSXIJDIJUJTTJHOFEPSOPUBSJBMMZDFSUJmFE
DPQZPGTVDIQPXFSPGBVUIPSJUZ NVTUCFEFQPTJUFEBUUIF$PNQBOZT3FHJTUFSFE0GmDFBU-FWFM .FOBSB.JMFOJVN +BMBO%BNBOMFMB 
1VTBU#BOEBS%BNBOTBSB %BNBOTBSB)FJHIUT ,VBMB-VNQVS 8JMBZBI1FSTFLVUVBOOPUMFTTUIBOIPVSTCFGPSFUIFUJNFBQQPJOUFE
PGIPMEJOHUIFBCPWFNFFUJOHBOEBUBOZBEKPVSONFOUUIFSFPG

Please fold here
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SINO HUA-AN INTERNATIONAL BERHAD (732227-T)
Registered Office
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Corporate Office
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